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Executive Summary

The Australian Government is focused on getting Australians into jobs

The Government is providing the tools for job seekers to connect with jobs and help employers find the right people for their business.

A particular focus is helping job seekers who need extra support, including mature age Australians changing careers, Indigenous Australians, women and young people getting their first job.

Publicly funded employment services play an important role in the Australian labour market

Over 94 per cent of Australians who want work have it. Most Australians want to work and most who want work are able to find it without Government assistance. Others use private recruitment companies or other networks to help them.

The Australian Government funds employment services so those dependent on income support and job seekers in weak labour markets who may not be serviced by the private sector have access to employment services.

Employment services help increase the competitiveness of job seekers so they can take advantage of the work opportunities that a growing economy presents. jobactive does this by providing employers with a free service to find the labour they need through one of 42 service providers operating at over 1700 sites around Australia.

jobactive has achieved significant results

The Australian Government introduced the current generalist government employment service, jobactive, in 2015. In April 2018 it reached a milestone of more than one million job placements. The labour market is strong, with over 12.5 million Australians in work, the highest on record. The proportion of the working age population receiving a welfare payment is now 15 per cent, the lowest proportion it has been for at least 25 years.

jobactive will continue to provide quality services to job seekers and employers until existing contracting arrangements cease in 2020. This includes through a number of new employment initiatives announced in the 2018–19 Budget.

But there is always room for improvement

Almost half of the people in jobactive have remained in the service for two years or more. Among the most disadvantaged job seekers (Stream C), the average length of time on the caseload is five years. More must be done to assist these people to find work and move off income support.
Executive Summary

Employment services need to adapt and change with the labour market

The way that business and government delivers services to users in all advanced economies is changing. The most effective modes of service delivery are increasingly those that put the user at the centre. This means recognising that people want services delivered when it suits them, where it suits them, in a way that understands and addresses their specific needs. It also means providing people with greater control over the services they use.

Need to deliver better targeted and more tailored services that benefit users

The challenge that both business and government face in facilitating this transformation is delivering more tailored service to large numbers of users efficiently, effectively and affordably.

Continuing to deliver employment services within existing parameters is unlikely to deliver the tailored services that users expect and need in a changing labour market. A one size fits all model gives users limited control and choice, and is less likely to adapt to a changing, contemporary economy.

Developing services that are more responsive to stakeholders’ needs can encourage innovation and enable more disadvantaged job seekers to get the help they need. It can also create the efficiencies necessary to finance these services, and help transition employment services to a platform that people want to use, and offers value to both employers and job seekers.

How do user experiences with the current system inform consideration of a future system?

User-centred research commissioned by the Department of Jobs and Small Business in 2017 found that:

- many complex life issues can impact on job seekers’ motivations and their ability to participate in work
- the systems that job seekers need to address their life issues are complex and can impose administrative and emotional burdens
- employers’ recruitment methods were strongly influenced by personal networks and their personal labour market experiences
- some employers are averse to employing jobactive candidates due to perceived lack of reliability
- employment services consultants felt it was difficult to provide quality service to more vulnerable job seekers within the time constraints they work
- employment services consultants felt they spent more time on administration (and compliance) than on securing job seeker outcomes.

A future model must be fit-for-purpose

A future employment service will build on the success of previous models, but faces a unique design challenge: it needs to adapt and be flexible to keep pace and be fit-for-purpose in a world of rapidly changing technology, jobs and industries.

Australians are embracing digital technology; 88 per cent own a smartphone and 86 per cent are on a 4G internet network. Recruitment is increasingly being done online, with more and more job seekers and employers using a range of online platforms such as SEEK and Indeed to fill jobs.
Technology is changing and employment services need to change with it

Technological advancement is changing existing skills and industries and creating new ones. More Australians are likely to change jobs and careers more often. In this context, successful labour market transitions require access to platforms that will encourage lifelong learning, facilitating retraining and upskilling before individuals access income support.

Technology is already helping employers to more readily identify and connect with job seekers matched to their business. It also helps employment services consultants to understand the needs of people looking for work and employers seeking workers, to offer more targeted services, and to help achieve successful job placements faster. However, better use can be made of technology to provide a service that is more effective at meeting the needs of job seekers and employers.

Smarter use of technology

A future model could use technology to more efficiently engage and encourage job-ready job seekers to look for work and more effectively help employers meet their recruitment needs. The model could offer a spectrum of services, including a universally available online service that could deliver better services to job seekers and employers.

The development of an online employment service could allow for more intensive face-to-face services to be delivered to those requiring extra help and targeted to those most in need.

Developing an appropriate market structure is critical to delivering a more user-centred employment services system to more effectively meet users’ needs.

More targeted services to those who need them

With more job seekers using online services, resources could be directed to more intensive services for those most in need of support. This may make the role of providers more challenging, requiring different strategies to help these job seekers into employment. More targeted services may require closer partnerships and a range of incentives and benefits for job seekers, employers and providers. This includes providing employers with the right incentives and support to hire disadvantaged job seekers and manage perceived risks.

Impact of a possible future employment services system on employers

Australian employers are the cornerstone of the economy and the future system will reach out and help them grow their businesses. To do this, employers could have access to an online service that helps them find the right people through improved job matching, a simplified recruitment process and access to a larger pool of potential employees. Employers who require a more specialised service could combine these online services with tailored face-to-face support from employment services providers.

Impact of a possible future employment services system on job seekers

To keep the economy strong and build better businesses, job seekers need to gain skills and practical work experience that can be used now and into the future. A future employment services system could give job seekers access to the resources and level of support they need to find work. This includes access to a tailored online service and more responsibility over the activities they engage in. The Government could also continue to invest in those who need extra support to find work through enhanced services.
Impact of a possible future employment services system on employment services providers

Employment services providers are at the front line of helping people into work. Rolling out a comprehensive online employment service could reduce administration and simplify compliance reporting. In this scenario, providers would no longer need to place as much emphasis on servicing all job seekers, with some job-ready job seekers able to find work through an online self-service system. This scenario gives employment services consultants more time to spend meeting the needs of employers and job seekers.

Stakeholder engagement

The Government is committed to consulting on the design of the future model to deliver better outcomes for job seekers, employers and taxpayers.

This discussion paper sets out key issues to be considered in the design of a future employment services model. The Employment Services Expert Advisory Panel, national and international research, and user-centred design with users, including job seekers, employers and employment services providers, have also informed this document.

At the end of this paper you will find details on how to provide comments about the issues raised. The Government encourages responses to this discussion paper and welcomes ideas on how to create a more effective employment services system.
The Employment Services Expert Advisory Panel

This panel was established on 22 January 2018 by the Minister for Jobs and Innovation, Senator the Hon Michaelia Cash. It includes representatives from employer, provider, Indigenous Australian and welfare groups as well as a labour market economist. For further information on the panel and its terms of reference see: www.jobs.gov.au/future-employment-services

The panel believes that a contemporary employment services system will provide an integrated service that combines online and face-to-face components for job seekers and employers. The role of employment services could continue to evolve from activating all job seekers regardless of their need, to providing tailored services to users who need it most.

In response to the Minister’s vision, the panel developed an initial framework to guide a future model for better services for all users.

As part of this framework, the panel envisages:

I. A more sophisticated assessment system to better identify the needs and strengths of job seekers and the services they need.

II. More intensive and better-targeted face-to-face services delivered by increasingly professional and well-trained consultants to help job seekers address their vocational (work-readiness and capability) and non-vocational (homelessness, addiction, mental health, etc.) barriers.

III. Devolved decision making to better connect regional and place-based services across portfolios to job seekers.

IV. Greater use of an online employment service to better connect job seekers and employers. This could:
   a. give job seekers a choice of activities to increase their work readiness and record how they meet their mutual obligations
   b. provide businesses with a larger pool of job seekers, and identify the job seekers who will receive financial or other support when they are hired
   c. enable providers to focus on service provision and target their compliance activities more to those who need them
The Employment Services Expert Advisory Panel Membership

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Organisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
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<td>Sandra McPhee AM (Chair)</td>
<td>Non-Executive Director</td>
<td>Saint Vincent’s Health Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caryn Katsikogianis</td>
<td>Chief People Officer</td>
<td>Woolworths Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Davidson</td>
<td>Senior Adviser</td>
<td>Australian Council of Social Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Blake</td>
<td>Executive General Manager, Group Services</td>
<td>Australia Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Jeff Borland</td>
<td>Truby Williams Professor of Economics</td>
<td>University of Melbourne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nick Debere</td>
<td>Interim CEO</td>
<td>Jobs Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally Sinclair</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>National Employment Services Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allan McCallum</td>
<td>Chairman</td>
<td>Tassal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wally Tallis</td>
<td>Acting Deputy Chief Executive Officer</td>
<td>Indigenous Business Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt O’Sullivan</td>
<td>Employment and Workforce Development Specialist</td>
<td>Generation One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Susan Neuhaus CSC</td>
<td>President</td>
<td>Minda Inc</td>
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<tr>
<td>Robert Pennicott</td>
<td>Managing Director</td>
<td>Pennicott Wilderness Journeys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Sheldon AM</td>
<td>Managing Director</td>
<td>Karen Sheldon Catering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny Lambert</td>
<td>Director, Employment Education and Training</td>
<td>Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Carnell AO</td>
<td>Ombudsman</td>
<td>Small Business and Family Enterprise Ombudsman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1 Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), cat. no. 6202.0 – Labour Force, Australia, May 2018. abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs%40.nsf/mlt/6202.0
5 Department of Jobs and Small Business administrative data, 2018.
7 Since being appointed to the Panel, Mr O’Sullivan engagement with GenerationOne has ceased.
Chapter overview

Chapter 1
Government employment services today
The Government is reviewing the design of the generalist employment service (jobactive).
Disability Employment Services, the Community Development Programme, Vocational Training and Employment Centres and programs run by state and territory governments are out of scope for this review.

Chapter 2
The goals for future employment services
The Australian labour market is large, growing and dynamic.
Digital and other technologies are enabling productivity improvements for businesses and workers and changing how businesses recruit.
Employment services will continue to be important in encouraging a productive, efficient and inclusive labour market.
The goals for future services are to:
• maximise job seeker outcomes
• be responsive to a changing labour market
• strengthen engagement of employers and job seekers
• deliver efficiency and value for money
• enable effective activation
• promote fairness and equity
• encourage self-sufficiency and personal responsibility.

Chapter 3
Helping disadvantaged Australians into work
We must do more to support job seekers who face complex barriers to find work.
A future model could redirect more resources to assist job seekers who need help to overcome their barriers and prepare for, and find, jobs that last.
This could include more intensive face-to-face services.
These services could be supplied through a national network of providers, who would deliver quality services tailored to job seekers’ and employers’ goals and needs.
These enhanced services providers could encourage and support employers to hire highly disadvantaged job seekers.

Chapter 4
Empowering job seekers and employers through improved online services
Greater use of online technologies can provide an enhanced service for both job seekers and employers.
An online service could provide business with a single point of contact to access a larger pool of labour and more sophisticated tools to filter and shortlist candidates to make sure they meet their needs.
Advances in data analytics, including machine learning and artificial intelligence, can better match job seekers to vacancies, deliver more tailored solutions to help job seekers upskill and help employers find the right candidate faster.
Improved online services that leverage existing platforms could be made available to all job seekers or just to those on income support. This
has potential to enable those at risk of losing their job to access help early so they are better prepared to make a successful transition and less likely to need income support.

Chapter 5
Better meeting the needs of employers

A future model could add value to businesses by making it easier to find, recruit and retain skilled people through a range of tailored services.

It would provide business with a single point of contact to access a larger pool of labour and more sophisticated tools to filter and shortlist candidates to make sure they meet their needs.

A network of enhanced services providers could deliver employers personalised, end-to-end recruitment services, supporting them to find and retain the right people for their business.

A range of financial incentives, training, work experience and other supports could be available to encourage employers to hire disadvantaged job seekers.

Chapter 6
Assessing job seekers to tailor support to their needs

Accurately assessing job seekers to determine their individual needs and strengths for finding work could support the future employment services model to work efficiently and effectively. This allows for targeted and tailored services, the investment of resources in those job seekers who need it most, as well as improved matching of job seekers to employer needs.

This could be done by:

- Building a comprehensive understanding of the job seeker, including their personal circumstances, strengths, capabilities and challenges in finding a job.
- Using assessments to target enhanced services to those who need it most, while getting out of the way of those who do not need help to find work.
- Using assessments to inform the activation process, helping job seekers and their providers understand their needs and plan personalised pathways to work.

Chapter 7
Incentives for job seekers to find work

Activation will continue to be at the heart of the working-age income support system.

The majority of job seekers want to work and the activation process should reflect this, encouraging job seeker choice and individualised services that support sustainable jobs.

A key challenge for the future model will be to activate all job seekers, while targeting resources towards those who most need support or motivation.

Chapter 8
Targeted regional and local approaches

Australia is comprised of many labour markets across metropolitan and country regions.

Labour market conditions vary from region to region. Some regions perform strongly, while others present unique challenges, including a lack of available job opportunities.

In these cases, place-based and regional approaches can be used to implement locally designed solutions that help job seekers prepare for and find work.

The Regional Employment Trials program will test some of these approaches through a place-based solution. It will bring together local community stakeholders and employment services providers to develop solutions that suit their needs and tackle local employment challenges.

Chapter 9
A service culture built on competition and quality

To make sure enhanced services meet job seekers’ needs and are delivered efficiently, the Government may engage a diverse network of expert providers across Australia.

A greater degree of competition could also be encouraged to drive the best possible services for job seekers.

It may be desirable to reduce barriers to entering the employment services market. This could involve transitioning to a licensing-based procurement model.
The performance management system and the payment structure can incentivise the delivery of quality services and help job seekers find and stay in work. Options to achieve these goals include transitioning to a benchmarking framework that could be linked to the payments providers receive.

**Chapter 10**

**Transitioning to a future employment services model**

Transformational change to employment services would affect job seekers, employers, employment services providers, complementary service providers and the income support sector. To allow for a smooth transition to this large-scale reform, the Government is proposing an ongoing process of consultation, a trial of new arrangements and an iterative roll out of some services.
Overview of the employment market

The Australian economy is growing, but also changing. This is leading to changes in the jobs Australians work in—many occupations and industries are expanding while some others become smaller. The new employment services model should help Australians to adapt to change.

THE AUSTRALIAN ECONOMY IS GROWING

20 years of jobs growth

26 years of continuous economic growth

12.5m currently employed

increase since 1998: 47.5%

THE LABOUR MARKET IS CHANGING

labour force with post-school qualification

2017 67%
1997 47%

people employed in services sector

2018 88.0%
1998 81.7%

job vacancies online

‘16-17 60%
‘12-13 45%

new jobs requiring university degree

2017 - 2022 43.5%

AUSTRALIA HAS A DIVERSE LABOUR MARKET

the largest-employing industries need a different mix of skills

13.4% health & social assistance

10.3% retail industry

9.4% construction
31% of employment is in regional areas

1-in-6 workers in the lowest skill level (17.0%)
2-in-6 workers in the highest skill level (31.9%)

IT CAN BE HARD TO FIND A JOB WITHOUT HELP

On average, employers receive 17 applicants for every advertised vacancy

1-in-3 employers knew the successful job applicant

51% of employers say relevant experience is essential for lower-skilled vacancies

72% of employers say employability skills are as, if not more, valued than technical skills

Sources:
ABS, Labour Force Survey, May 2018
ABS, National Accounts, May 2018
ABS, Survey of Education and Work, May 2017
Department of Jobs and Small Business, Survey of Employers Recruitment Experiences
Department of Jobs and Small Business, Employment Projections to May 2022
Meet the people who would use our future system...

The Government wants an employment services model that meets the needs of users. That is why the Department of Jobs and Small Business is committed to keeping the needs of users at the centre of policy development. It has continued to undertake a range of user-centred work to understand what it is like for those people and organisations that are supported by this system.

Building on a strong base of existing quantitative and qualitative data and insights, the department has undertaken a range of additional qualitative interviews. This gave users a chance to share their story, and an opportunity for the department to validate existing knowledge bases. The fieldwork involved hearing from a range of users in their communities and places of business, to listen to peoples stories, learn who they are, and gain a deeper understanding about the challenges they face. Through this work, the department has created a number of personas to help highlight the different types of users in the system. Each persona represents a group of users with similar behaviours and motivations rather than a single user’s experience.

While these are fictional characters, they are based on real insights from real people. Through these personas, the Government can consider what a future employment services might look like and how it might work for those who will use it. Quotes represent real experiences of people using employment services. Their stories have been included throughout a range of chapters, to give a voice of the user, and help all stakeholders better hear their story, in their words.

To help maintain this focus, we have included five personas throughout the different chapters. Consider each of the personas as you consider each of the issues core to the next generation of employment services.

Meet Dave

Dave is in his early 40s and has been on and off income support for his entire life. Growing up, his father was in and out of prison, and neither of his parents worked. This upbringing normalised income support as a way of life, and means that Dave does not know many people in stable jobs. All his siblings also live on income support. Dave also has low self-esteem and confidence. He left school at the end of year 10, and has no formal qualifications. He also gets frustrated when his provider tells him to search for jobs online, because he hasn’t had the opportunity to learn computer skills and cannot access a computer at home. He does not know what help he needs, or how he could improve his situation. This is worrying Dave because he and his partner have a baby on the way.

Dave needs:

- to find work so he can better support his growing family
- to figure out what his biggest needs are and find ways to start working towards addressing them (such as improving his self-esteem, confidence, and computer skills), and
- to build the experience and skills needed so he can stay in a job long-term.
**Stephanie’s story**

Stephanie is a single parent in her 30s who is starting to look for work again after spending the past decade out of the workforce raising her three kids. Her youngest child is about to turn six, and Stephanie feels ready to return to her career. She has been looking for work for the past three months, but hasn’t been able to land a job yet. Stephanie has high aspirations for her career having previously held professional positions, and is looking for something that will use her skills and previous experience.

**Stephanie needs:**
- an employer that can be flexible around her caring responsibilities
- a job that makes use of her professional skills and work experience, and
- help updating her résumé.

**Meet Stephanie**

Stephanie is very motivated and wants to rebuild her professional career, but needs some flexibility.

---

**Brenda’s story**

Brenda is 19 years old and finished year 12 last year. She is an Indigenous job seeker who lives at home with her parents and two sisters in a small regional town. While Brenda is unsure what she wants to do for a career, she would be happy to work in any job at the moment. Brenda has some work experience and volunteers as coach of a local soccer team, but often lacks confidence due to being bullied at school. She gets very nervous at interviews and so far has not succeeded in finding work. Her parents are both employed but have very limited time to help with applying for jobs or preparing for interviews. Brenda is comfortable using computers and smartphones and searches online for jobs. Brenda is not sure what else she can do to explore her future options and find a path into a career.

**Brenda needs:**
- someone to help her explore her options and find a path into work
- more work experience and opportunities to develop her soft skills, and
- someone to help her learn from her experiences and stay motivated when she is unsuccessful in applying for jobs.

**Meet Brenda**

Brenda is a young Indigenous job seeker who wants to work, but is not sure what to do.

---

**The Shop’s story**

The Shop is a small business operating in a regional city that is reliant on unskilled workers. There aren’t many people in the local area willing to do this sort of work, and those it does hire often leave within the first few months. This is beginning to worry The Shop, because a number of its key people/workers are starting to retire, and The Shop doesn’t have anyone to replace them. It is happy to provide some training to new starters, but given so many end up leaving, it prefers to wait until the person is committed to the business before it provides more training opportunities. The shop is engaged with the local employment service provider and happy to give people a chance, but it has been hard to find people with the right attitude to work.

**The Shop needs:**
- to reduce the turnover of new starters
- to retain its employees in the long term so it can replace older workers that are retiring, and
- to find new workers who have the right attitude to work.

**Meet The Shop**

A regional business that is keen to find employees with the right attitude.
Kingstons’ story
Kingstons is a large national company that operates in most capital cities around Australia and has a diverse range of employees working across varying roles. Given its size, Kingstons recruits regularly, and often receives a large number of high calibre applicants. However, Kingstons also has a strong sense of corporate social responsibility, and has inclusion and diversity strategies as well as targets under government contracts which require it to recruit a diverse range of job seekers. While it is linked with employment services providers and other government initiatives, it wants a more targeted approach that helps to meet its corporate goals, including by supporting the recruitment of a diverse range of workers.

Kingston needs:
- an employment services provider it can build a relationship with, that understands its business, requirements and corporate values
- employment services providers that are willing to work together to help Kingstons meet its recruitment targets
- access to employees all over Australia with diverse range of skills, and
- employees that are flexible, reliable and align to its corporate values.

Following the journey

Through each chapter you will see these down the side of the page. The tabs explain what each user could experience while engaging with the future system.

Each tab contains an icon which refers to the content discussed in the text.

At the end of each chapter, you will find a summary of the users’ journey and the guiding questions for the chapter. Consider the users’ journey as you consider each question.
Chapter 1: Government employment services today

The Government is reviewing the design of the generalist employment service (jobactive). Disability Employment Services, the Community Development Programme, Vocational Training and Employment Centres and programs run by state and territory governments are out of scope for this review.

The Australian Government’s publicly funded employment service landscape includes jobactive, Disability Employment Services (DES) and the Community Development Programme (CDP). These are supported by a range of complementary programs that serve specific groups or particular objectives.

jobactive is the largest program through which employment services are delivered. It has achieved over 1 million job placements and has over 650,000 people engaged at any point in time.8

42 jobactive providers operate over 1700 sites in 51 employment regions in metropolitan and regional Australia.9

The Department of Jobs and Small Business currently delivers the following complementary programs to help job seekers on their pathway to employment. This list does not include programs administered by other government agencies or community organisations:

- Career Transition Assistance (CTA)*
- Empowering YOUth Initiatives (EYI)10
- Harvest Labour Service (HLS) and the National Harvest Labour Information Service*
- Launch into Work*
- National Work Experience Programme (NWEP)*
- New Enterprise Incentive Scheme (NEIS)*
- ParentsNext11
- Relocation Assistance to Take Up a Job*
- Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs) and Stronger Transitions12
- Time to Work (TWES)
- Transition to Work (TtW)13
- Work for the Dole (WfD)*
- Youth Jobs PaTH*14

8 Department of Jobs and Small Business administrative data, 2018.
9 jobactive does not operate in remote Australia. Employment Services in remote Australia are delivered through the Community Development Programme.
10 The Empowering YOUth initiatives are pilot programs designed to test service methods.
11 ParentsNext is a pre-employment program.
12 Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs) are provided on a case-by-case basis in exceptional circumstances to help retrenched workers find new employment as quickly as possible. SAPs connect job seekers to jobactive.
13 Time to Work and Transition to Work are complementary services operating outside the jobactive framework.
14 Programs with an asterisk (*) operate within the jobactive framework.
Chapter 2: The goals for future employment services

The Australian labour market is large, growing and dynamic. Digital and other technologies are enabling productivity improvements for businesses and workers and changing how businesses recruit. Employment services will continue to be important in encouraging a productive, efficient and inclusive labour market.

The goals for future services are to:

- maximise job seeker outcomes
- be responsive to a changing labour market
- strengthen engagement of employers and job seekers
- deliver efficiency and value for money
- enable effective activation
- promote fairness and equity
- encourage self-sufficiency and personal responsibility.

The case for change

The Australian labour market – current state of play

The Australian labour market is large, growing and dynamic. More Australians are in paid work than ever before (with more than 12 million in May 2018), over 4 million jobs are filled each year and more than 94 per cent of those in the labour market are working. The Australian labour market provides economic opportunities for most Australians who participate in it and most Australians want to work.

Today’s labour force participants are more qualified and better educated. Young people are working less and studying more while mature age Australians and women are working more.

However, the Government understands there is more to do. Young people, Indigenous Australians and people with a disability have less success in finding work. Mature age job seekers remain unemployed significantly longer than all other job seekers.

Women, who account for half of all job seekers, also face unique barriers to employment. In 2014, Australia led the G20 to set a goal to reduce the labour force participation gap between men and women by 25 per cent by 2025. In July 2017, the Government released the Towards 2025: Strategy for Boosting Women’s Workforce Participation which outlines the Government’s approach to increase women’s workforce participation.
The Australian labour market is changing
Technological change, digitisation and globalisation are changing industries and skillsets. Many jobs are increasingly integrating technology to allow people to be more productive and efficient. There is now a need for employment platforms to focus more on preparing Australians to seize opportunities that technological change may bring.

Technology is also altering how most employers advertise jobs and how job seekers find them. Employers can now easily and cheaply approach the market directly. People can access help to prepare for jobs and other career and employment advice that will help them find work online and at no cost.

Jobs will change across a wide range of industries and more people are likely to need to update their training to meet the needs of a changing economy. Job seekers, and especially those who face barriers to entering employment or moving to a new job, will need help to identify transferable skills, upskill and find work.20

Responsive to regional variation
In designing a future employment services model, consideration could be given to tailoring services to be responsive and targeted to the particular needs of regions. Analysis conducted by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has highlighted that the most successful government programs are flexible and adaptable to local conditions, allowing communities to create local solutions to their distinct needs, maximising employment opportunities and building their capability to identify and drive strategic change.21

Stronger support needed for the most disadvantaged job seekers
The Government spends around $1.3 billion a year on jobactive and pays employment services providers to activate all job seekers. More than half of all job seekers exit the system within 12 months.22 However there is evidence that the focus on activating all job seekers equally, regardless of their need, may be contributing to sub-optimal outcomes for disadvantaged job seekers.

Almost two thirds of jobactive’s caseload is long-term unemployed (more than 12 months on the caseload) and almost half have been on the caseload for over two years. The average length of time on the caseload for the most disadvantaged job seekers (Stream C) is five years.23 While the long-term unemployed are achieving consistent outcomes, the future model will aim to provide more intensive support for this group. This approach aligns with the international evidence of supporting intensive servicing of the long-term unemployed to encourage their return to work.24

Research suggests the average employment services consultant manages a caseload of around 148 job seekers.25 Research also shows that jobactive provider consultant turnover is almost three times the national average.26 This makes it difficult to provide high quality, tailored services to disadvantaged job seekers. Similarly, employers may not always have access to the right incentives or support to hire these job seekers.

Indigenous Australians comprise more than 10 per cent of jobactive participants, despite only making up three per cent of Australia’s total population. More Indigenous job seekers are serviced by jobactive than the Community Development Programme and Disability Employment Services combined.27
Digital technology creates opportunity

Digital technology offers the opportunity for more efficient and targeted employment services for job seekers, employers and providers.

Competition is driving innovation in the online recruitment industry. Online job boards are investing to improve matching between employers and job seekers, using artificial intelligence and other technology to offer more tailored employment information, advice and training. Many other countries have sought to enhance their servicing of job seekers online. For example, the Netherlands’ employment service recently implemented a multi-channel approach to servicing job seekers, comprising computer, phone, face-to-face and social media.28

Individuals increasingly expect services to be available online and for digital applications to deliver more tailored and individualised services.

Tailored online experiences could be more efficient and effective in helping most job seekers to find work than traditional face-to-face servicing. Moreover, these tools could enhance face-to-face services and provide information that can be used to tailor services, while automating compliance reporting. This streamlined approach would free up more time for providers to spend servicing clients with higher needs and meeting the needs of employers.
Goals of future employment services

It is important to consider the overarching objectives in designing a future employment services model. Transformational change aims to achieve the following goals:

Maximise job seeker outcomes
Help as many job seekers as possible to find and stay in work.

Enabling effective activation
Job seekers are looking for work or undertaking activities that improve their job prospects. The assistance a job seeker receives and the activities they undertake are tailored to their individual circumstances.

Responsive to a changing labour market
Job seekers are assisted to improve their job readiness, particularly for industries and occupations with strong growth prospects. Businesses of all shapes and sizes receive appropriate help to find people that are a good fit.

Promote fairness and equity
All job seekers and employers are treated fairly and provided with a guaranteed level of assistance. Service users can exercise choice and all job seekers are supported on their pathway to employment. This will help to reduce the gap in employment outcomes between men and women, and Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians.

Strengthen engagement of employers and job seekers
Users are provided with a tailored service that drives greater employer participation and buy-in from businesses and job seekers, delivered by high quality, and appropriately skilled employment services consultants.

Encourage self-sufficiency and personal responsibility
Users are supported to help themselves where appropriate. Job seekers meet community expectations around what is required in return for them to continue to receive income support.

The planned reforms to employment services are aimed at creating the right conditions to enable all Australians to work and support themselves. A transformed employment service will empower job seekers to find work, providers to prosper and businesses to grow.

 Deliver efficiency and value for money
Users are provided timely and relevant information to assist their decision-making. The future model allocates additional resources to those who need them.
Guiding questions for Chapter 2

2. (i). What other economic, social or labour market trends are likely to affect employment services in the future?

2. (ii). Are there other goals that should be included?

20 The implications of the future of work for employment services are discussed further in Appendix G.
22 Department of Jobs and Small Business administrative data, 2018.
23 Department of Jobs and Small Business administrative data, 2018.
27 Department of Jobs and Small Business administrative data, 2018.
Chapter 3: Helping disadvantaged Australians into work

We must do more to support job seekers who face complex barriers to find work. A future model could redirect more resources to assist job seekers who need help to overcome their barriers and prepare for, and find, jobs that last. This could include more intensive face-to-face services. These services could be supplied through a national network of providers, who would deliver quality services tailored to job seekers’ and employers’ goals and needs. These enhanced services providers could encourage and support employers to hire highly disadvantaged job seekers.

The benefits of directing resources towards the most disadvantaged job seekers

Employment services should meet different job seeker needs

The assistance job seekers need to find work can vary considerably. While many job seekers who are assisted through the Australian Government’s employment services are able to find work quickly, others face significant barriers to entering and sustaining employment. For many job seekers, these barriers are highly complex and can involve multiple issues. To help people move from income support to work, a future employment services model could direct additional resources to the most disadvantaged job seekers to help them find employment faster. This would reflect international best practice: the OECD recommends that government employment services “concentrate … scarce resources on job seekers who have become long-term unemployed, or ideally those most at risk of becoming long-term unemployed”.

Meet Dave

Dave wants to change his circumstances but faces some major barriers to getting a job.

Meet Brenda

Brenda is very motivated but needs support to find a path into work.
Chapter 3: Helping disadvantaged Australians into work

Dave’s employment services consultant helps him to access other support services that can improve his literacy and computer skills.

Streamlining services for refugees

To better support the settlement of newly arrived refugees, the Government is simplifying the approach to accessing support services.

Under current arrangements, newly arrived refugees are eligible for the Humanitarian Settlement Program (HSP), Adult Migrant English Program (AMEP) and jobactive. They will then become eligible for full jobactive services after six months of receiving income support.

From 1 January 2019, newly arrived refugees, receiving activity tested income support, will focus on HSP and AMEP for six months. These services allow newly arrived refugees to develop their literacy skills (including through an online e-learning package) and settle in Australia. They will then become eligible for full jobactive services after six months of receiving income support.

Under a future employment services system, employment services consultants could coordinate their services with other forms of support to assist refugees find employment.

It is proposed that all job seekers have access to the online employment services described in Chapter 4. These services will include support to assist job seekers find employment, including through integrating online forms of assistance with other services. Those job seekers who face complex barriers could receive additional, specialised, forms of support. This additional assistance could be delivered by enhanced services providers, with the goal of helping job seekers to find work as quickly as possible and stay in work.

Options for assisting job seekers through the enhanced services

What assistance should be available to job seekers who face disadvantage?

OECD analysis has found that job seekers who face substantial barriers to employment typically benefit from relatively high levels of assistance coordinated by a skilled employment services consultant. This approach to helping disadvantaged job seekers has also been found to be effective in Australia’s employment services. The Australian and international evidence indicates that employment services consultants should focus on the individual needs of the job seeker and connect them with the help they need to find work. To achieve this, consultants must have good contacts with local employers and support services.

Employment services consultants could work one-on-one with eligible job seekers to develop and implement short and longer-term strategies that help them to prepare for and gain employment. Where necessary,
consultants should connect job seekers with other relevant assistance in their local area, such as housing or mental health services. The services job seekers receive could be tailored to their goals and needs, and be delivered in culturally sensitive ways.

“I feel like [the] job service provider could do a bit more for its clients in helping them find work or find what they want to do, instead of … just like being a thing that you have to do.” – Job seeker

The more intensive face-to-face services could provide job seekers with four main types of assistance:

- pre-employment interventions such as job readiness training
- vocational training, including training to provide skills needed for specific jobs
- employment and work experience placements, including by offering wage subsidies to employers and other forms of assistance
- post-placement support to help job seekers keep a job.

### Four main types of assistance could be provided to job seekers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-employment interventions</th>
<th>Employment-related training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Help to address personal issues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Assistance to access other support services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Support to understand employers’ expectations and succeed in the workplace</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Training which develops skills needed for a job (qualifications or specific skills)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strong focus on helping job seekers to access local employment opportunities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employment and work experience placements</th>
<th>Support to help job seekers keep a job</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Work experience with local employers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Connecting employers and suitable job seekers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Providing employers with support and incentives to hire job seekers (including wage subsidies)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Advice to the job seeker and their employer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Support for the job seeker to settle in, including training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The exact type and mix of services individual job seekers get should be tailored to their needs and local employment opportunities. These services should also assist employers to hire and retain people with minimal administrative impact to their business.
As noted earlier, these services could complement the online services. This would allow the enhanced services consultants, who delivering enhanced services to focus on helping job seekers overcome more complex barriers to employment.

**Transition to Work**

Transition to Work (TtW) helps young people from 15 to 21 who are early school leavers or who have had difficulty entering employment after school. The service supports eligible young people to get work by helping them develop practical skills, connect with education or training, undertake work experience and find local job opportunities. It also connects them with other relevant local community services.

There are significant differences between TtW and jobactive. TtW providers do not directly compete against one another. The providers are also allocated annual funded places and receive upfront payments for each place, reflecting the number of participants they are expected to assist. Providers must meet strong performance targets in return for these payments and receive bonus payments for exceeding their targets.

**How should services be delivered?**

Disadvantaged job seekers are currently helped through a ‘hub and spoke’ model. This comprises generalist employment services supported by a range of complementary programs and support tools. While these services effectively target assistance, there is a risk that disadvantaged job seekers could fall between the cracks if they are not part of the cohorts targeted by the complementary programs. Incorporating complementary programs into a single service could give providers greater flexibility to match services to the needs of job seekers.

Options for delivering services to disadvantaged job seekers could include:

- a single unified enhanced service that assists all highly disadvantaged job seekers, with providers being responsible for meeting individual job seeker needs.
- continuing the ‘hub and spoke’ model, which includes a generalist, enhanced service as well as complementary programs targeting particular job seekers, in some cases being delivered by separate providers.

**Options to further improve service quality**

The goal of enhanced services is to achieve positive outcomes for as many job seekers as possible, with a focus on finding and staying in work. To achieve this, it is desirable for the employment services consultants who work with job seekers to have the skills and resources needed to deliver quality services that build on the assistance job seekers access online. This could be achieved through further industry-led improvements.
to service quality, including by specifying minimum capabilities and recognising relevant experience.

Research shows that jobactive employment services consultants have an average caseload of 148 job seekers.\textsuperscript{34} Consideration could be given to measures that enable more personalised and user-centred services by reducing caseload size. These efforts could be supported by digital tools that draw on data to suggest the types of assistance that are likely to be successful based on job seekers’ needs, strengths and employment goals.

Transitioning to the online approach for monitoring job seekers’ compliance with their mutual obligations (proposed in Chapter 7) could also reduce the demands on employment services consultants’ time and enable them to focus even more on working with their caseload.

“By seeing the same person more often I think it makes you probably more confident that they’re going to help you because if they’re doing their job right and they’re believing the person and the qualities that you have then after time they should gain you employment.” – job seeker

The incentives and performance measures applying to enhanced services providers could also drive further improvements to services and job seeker outcomes. These are discussed in Chapter 9 where it is proposed that they would include core quality standards as well as incentives for providers to assist all of their clients.

As long as the quality standards are met, enhanced services providers could have discretion in designing and implementing strategies to assist job seekers. This would continue current arrangements under jobactive and encourage diverse approaches that are tailored to job seekers’ needs and local challenges and opportunities.

It is proposed that enhanced service providers have access to a flexible pool of funding similar to the current Employment Fund.\textsuperscript{35} This allows providers to purchase items and services needed to assist job seekers into work and is supported by international evidence.\textsuperscript{36}

**Further expanding job seeker choice**

User-choice can play an important role in making sure that Government-funded services are effective. As the Australian Government Competition Policy Review noted “in many instances, users (rather than governments or providers) are best placed to make appropriate choices about the human services they need”.\textsuperscript{37} Enabling users to exercise choice can encourage providers to offer more diverse, individualised and better quality services to attract and retain job seekers.

While most job seekers are satisfied with the quality of assistance available under the current services, there may be scope to strengthen the role of user-choice. As well as improving job seekers’ input into their
Job Plan (discussed in Chapter 7), they could have more responsibility for the types of assistance they receive. One option to achieve this is to require enhanced service providers to develop a short-list of services that would meet the job seeker’s needs, with the job seeker being able to choose between them.

To further expand user-choice and strengthen incentives for all providers to deliver quality services, the current rules concerning transfers between providers could also be relaxed. This would make it easier for job seekers to move to a new provider if they believed that doing so would improve their prospects of gaining employment, ending the current process where the department assesses such transfer requests by making them automatic. \(^3\) The number of times job seekers could make such transfers during each period of service could be capped, with restrictions around the timing of transfers.

**Eligibility for the enhanced services**

Enhanced services would be targeted at job seekers who are highly disadvantaged. This could include those who have been:

- assessed as requiring considerable assistance to enable them to enter employment\(^3\)
- largely self-servicing through the online employment services for a set period (for example, 12 months), but who have reached a point where they need more help to find work.

In line with international best practice, job seekers within the enhanced services would receive the level of assistance that reflects their needs. Options for directing sufficient resources and incentives to providers to achieve this include:

- allocating job seekers into ‘tiers’ with different levels of resources and incentives based on their level of relative disadvantage (for example, a tier for job seekers with very high levels of disadvantage and a tier for other job seekers eligible for enhanced services)
- basing this on the number of ‘points’ measuring disadvantage in the labour force the job seeker is assigned through the assessment process,\(^4\) with each point increment attracting higher levels of resources and incentives. While this option could enable precise allocations of resources, it may be too complex for providers to apply.
3. (i). What services should be available to job seekers who are disadvantaged in the labour market and how can they be delivered in a culturally competent way?

3. (ii). What incentives might be useful to assist job seekers who are disadvantaged in the labour market to find work?

3. (iii). Are enhanced services best delivered through a single unified service, or a model that includes specialist service provision directed at particular cohorts of job seekers, as well as a core service?

3. (iv). How could the quality of services job seekers receive from their employment services consultant be improved?

Guiding questions for Chapter 3

29 Factors that can contribute to job seekers being highly disadvantaged in the labour market are discussed in Appendix G.


33 See Appendix C for further information on Transition to Work.


38 Under the new Disability Employment Services model job seekers can transfer between providers on similar grounds up to five times during each period of assistance.

39 Approaches to assess the help job seekers need are discussed in Chapter 6.

40 The assessment process, including the current allocation of ‘points’ through the Job Seeker Assessment Instrument, is described in Chapter 6.
Chapter 4: Empowering job seekers and employers through improved online services

Greater use of online technologies can provide an enhanced service for both job seekers and employers.

An online service could provide business with a single point of contact to access a larger pool of labour and more sophisticated tools to filter and shortlist candidates to make sure they meet their needs.

Advances in data analytics, including machine learning and artificial intelligence, can better match job seekers to vacancies, deliver more tailored solutions to help job seekers upskill and help employers find the right candidate faster.

Improved online services that leverage existing platforms could be made available to all job seekers or just to those on income support. This has potential to enable those at risk of losing their job to access help early so they are better prepared to make a successful transition and less likely to need income support.

Rationale for strengthening the online component of employment services

Customer service delivery using online channels is common and enables job seekers and private enterprises to capitalise on online job search, job matching and training techniques.

Research from the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission highlights growing use of, and familiarity with, platforms that connect buyers and sellers and reduce transactions costs.41

jobactive currently offers several services online.42 However, there remains potential to capitalise on smarter features that aid job filtering and personalisation of services. Harnessing these opportunities could improve the online experiences for job seekers and employers.

An online service could give job-ready job seekers greater responsibility for their job search efforts. These job seekers could be supported through improved online features and better integration with other services. Time saved from the online service could be spent providing face-to-face services for job seekers with complex needs and meeting the needs of employers.
Australians are changing careers more often than ever before. The online service could help job seekers manage their career journey by providing access to the training, information and support that they need as they move between jobs. It could also provide the platform for individuals to engage in lifelong learning throughout their working life.

The online service could also support employers through enhanced matching capability that simplifies the recruitment process and shortlists candidates with the skills they are looking for.

The service should also recognise that not all job placements are sourced online, so should provide job seekers with the tools to conduct job search activities face-to-face or by other means. Internationally, public employment services face the challenge of adapting business modes to new users and new technologies. The examples below summarise some of these models.

**International online experiences**

Online service channels are commonly used to help job seekers in OECD countries. Data-driven services (for example registration, vacancy search, job matching) are being delivered online and more complex, trust-driven services (such as counselling, dealing with complicated employment cases) are delivered in person.

Satisfaction of online employment services appears similar to face-to-face services. In the late 2000s, the Netherlands used online services to cope with the increasing number of job seekers and decreasing budget from the global economic crisis. While an initial reduction in customer satisfaction resulted from perceptions about a reduced level of servicing, satisfaction has improved as the system has evolved to meet user needs.

In Spain, services available in unemployment benefits offices are offered electronically. In 2013, Spanish citizens recorded their satisfaction with electronic services at 78 per cent, better than face-to-face services at 72 per cent.
Flanders public employment agency (VDAB)\textsuperscript{45}

The VDAB (Vlaamse Dienst voor Arbeidsbemiddeling en Beroepsonderwijs) in Belgium has adopted a digital first (digital-by-default) approach for servicing job seekers. The agency has developed an online services platform where tools and apps are freely available to job seekers and external service providers to embed them into their systems. VDAB has partnered with private recruitment firms – such as Adecco and Randstad – to assist job seekers by sharing information on vacancies.

The VDAB system is designed to reflect customers’ needs and satisfaction in terms of speed, comfort and personalisation of services. VDAB has continued to diversify its services to meet job seekers’ needs, including enhancing its online job matching via ‘Flex-iTraining’.

This is a mixed method approach to training using a suite of online courses, workshops and coaching. VDAB has also formed partnerships with organisations such as Coursera and T4S to develop and offer courses, including certified courses, which employers often value. Course completion is tracked and there is an 80 per cent completion rate (courses are voluntary).\textsuperscript{46}

Possible overall structure of online employment services

The overall structure of online service hinges on two considerations:

- What features should an online service offer job seekers and employers?
- Who owns and operates an online employment services platform?

Existing online platforms currently service a large number of job seekers and employers. The future online service should not compete with these platforms, but integrate services as much as possible. The additional online services could include:

- An online platform that could link with private organisations, such as training organisations or existing online job aggregators to provide an enhanced user experience. The service could be a one-stop-shop for the job seeker and the employer and could seamlessly connect all stakeholders involved in supporting Australians into work.
- Services that are primarily focussed on job seekers who are required to use employment services. The platform would link to existing job aggregators for vacancies but not link job seekers and employers directly. The platform would focus on getting job seekers ready for work.
• Services for workers who may be likely to move onto income support, for example where additional training may be necessary in order to transition to a new role, or unemployment in the industry is high, and where the Government has programs or industry assistance available.

**Online Employment Services Trial**

The Online Employment Services Trial began on 2 July 2018 and will run for two years. During the trial, 10,000 randomly selected job-ready job seekers who are not in need of specialised services will be referred directly to an online servicing platform where they will approve their own Job Plan, self-manage mutual obligation requirements and report job search contacts.

The aim of the trial is to test the delivery of employment services online as well as the ability of job seekers to effectively look for work in an online environment. Job seeker functionality and online experience will continue to develop over the life of the trial in response to user experience.

The trial will help inform the development of an online platform to service job-ready job seekers.

**The role of data analytics and disclosure**

The OECD recommends that employment services providers have access to job seeker information to support and train their job seekers. Online services will allow for targeted assistance to be provided to job seekers and potential employers, including:

- providing recommendations for work, training or other activities to a job seeker based on their existing skills and experience
- providing recommendations for suitable job seekers to potential employers, including the skills, enthusiasm and experience of the job seeker
- reviewing or creating résumés for job seekers
- using emails or SMS to remind job seekers of tasks, or to suggest new job vacancies
- assisting job seekers to understand opportunities such as relevant training available to build their skills and career
- tailoring activation requirements for the job seeker in relation to their circumstances
- creating channels to provide and receive feedback on the job seeking process
- linking with programs that could improve the chances of a job seeker gaining employment
- outlining the skills, enthusiasm and experience of the job seekers to potential employers.
Data could be used to tailor services, and to understand job seeker motivations and opportunities, vulnerabilities and indications of non-compliance. As with other online services, user privacy will always be protected. Linking de-identified datasets from across Government could also benefit both business and job seekers by informing employment and training trends and opportunities, nationally and regionally.

**Online user considerations**

It is proposed that the service is governed by three principles:

1. **Meet the needs of the user, to be relevant and simple to use**
2. **Responsive to changes in the labour market and emerging technologies**
3. **A learning-oriented system**

This means the online services would need to evolve over time, enabling any future system to learn from and respond to user need and behaviour.

Online servicing has the potential to make employment services more accessible to more Australians. For example, workers who are not on income support but who are struggling to find work (e.g. parents looking to return to the workforce and who have been looking for work for some time) could receive career advice and recommendations to apply for jobs. Workers could use online features while still in work, getting guidance on options for career changes and training opportunities. There are sections of the community that may prefer to operate in an online environment, as it allows them greater say on the time and place they access the service.

**Online skills transferability tool**

Transferable skills are increasingly important in assisting employees to move between jobs. The recent automotive and manufacturing industry closures demonstrate workers often do not understand their transferable skills, particularly if they have been in the same job for many years.

The Job Change initiative\(^{49}\) includes a new online skills transferability tool to help retrenched workers and others find jobs and careers that match their existing skillsets and experience. The tool could highlight careers that may not have been considered but that have shared skillsets, as well as advise on required training. It will also provide information on wages, local job opportunities and growth sectors.
For job seekers who are required to use employment services, online servicing could place a greater emphasis on the quality of activities undertaken to find a job, rather than the quantity of job applications. It could also enable more efficient and effective monitoring of job search activity and reporting of compliance activities. This could provide taxpayers with greater assurance that job seekers are meeting their mutual obligations and protect the integrity of the income support system. It could also enable resources currently devoted to manual reporting of mutual obligations by providers to be redirected to activities better focused on employment outcomes.

Although the proportion of households with access to the internet has increased considerably since 2004–05, it has remained constant since 2014–15 at 86 per cent. There is also a gap between the digital inclusion levels of Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians, with Indigenous Australians less likely to have an internet connection. Mobile devices may provide access for some job seekers and facilities to access online services that exist at Centrelink offices or public libraries, as well as potentially the offices of employment services providers. Job seekers would also retain the option of using face to face services where they do not have access to online services.

Depending on the design, the service could offer employers easier sourcing, filling and managing of vacancies. This could be facilitated by user-friendly access to labour market information, such as emerging industries, job seekers looking for work in regions and data on jobs, better-targeted searches for jobs listed, shortlisting features and other refinements based on employer needs.

Employment services providers could benefit from more efficient online processes. Smarter use of information could lower the amount of time spent on administration, allowing consultants to focus more on job seekers.

Job aggregators (or other private recruitment firms) could provide a platform with the Government contributing tools to improve accessibility and use of the services for job seekers who are receiving, or are likely to receive, support from government-provided employment services. Any online services would not aim to compete with job aggregators but to complement their service offering by providing an input they can utilise to deliver a better service offering to users. For example, the government could work with job aggregators to target job recommendations and record compliance for these job seekers, or could concentrate a large number of job seekers at one web location, which is something that could be appealing for employers.
Guiding questions for Chapter 4

4. (i). What online tools and assistance should be included to better meet the needs of particular user groups, including job seekers and potential employers? Which are the most important features that are required?

4. (ii). Is there a group of users that the online service should target?

4. (iii). How can data be used to provide more personalised, effective services?

4. (iv). How should the online service interact with existing online job aggregators and recruitment firms?

---


42 See jobactive.gov.au/

43 The World of Public Employment Services, Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), World Association of Public Employment Services (WAPES), and Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), 2015. theworldofpes.org/


46 Visit to the VDAB by staff of the Department of Jobs and Small Business, March 2018

47 See jobs.gov.au/future-employment-services


49 The Job Change initiative will provide job seekers with practical assistance to reskill, stay in the workforce or find a new job, and enjoy the economic and social benefits that employment brings. More information available at jobs.gov.au/2018-19-budget-jobs-and-small-business-overview

50 Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), cat. no. 8146.0 – Household Use of Information Technology, Australia, 2016–17. abs.gov.au/Ausstats/abs%40.nsf/0/8146.07
Chapter 5: Better meeting the needs of employers

A future model could add value to businesses by making it easier to find, recruit and retain skilled people through a range of tailored services.

It would provide business with a single point of contact to access a larger pool of labour and more sophisticated tools to filter and shortlist candidates to make sure they meet their needs.

A network of enhanced services providers could deliver employers personalised, end-to-end recruitment services, supporting them to find and retain the right people for their business.

A range of financial incentives, training, work experience and other supports could be available to encourage employers to hire disadvantaged job seekers.

Government employment services are meeting a specific need

The overwhelming majority of recruitment activity in Australia occurs without government intervention. Many employers do not look to jobactive for their recruitment needs. 51

The Government provides support to assist income support recipients to move into work. It also assists to achieve social outcomes such as promoting employment amongst disadvantaged groups, such as people with disability, mature age people, Indigenous Australians or refugees.

Government-funded employment services are designed to enhance the normal operation of the labour market, not to interfere in it. No employment service model can work without successful employer engagement. A future model must offer employers an attractive, value-adding service in order to generate repeat business. With more employers using the service, it is easier to achieve the other goals of future employment services (see Chapter 2).

A future employment services model could reach out to businesses, and offer them a tailored recruitment service at no cost to them. The service could enable employers to find and hire
people when they want and how they want. Services could be delivered through two main channels: the online employment services, and via enhanced services providers.

**Service for employers**

**Online services providing high-quality matching**

Around 60 per cent of job vacancies are advertised online. To harness this growing trend, the online employment services would provide employers with the tools needed to find the right people for their business, 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

The online service could enable employers to post job vacancies, search for potential employees from a large database, shortlist and contact candidates, and manage the recruitment process when and where it suits. It would provide employers with access to a larger pool of labour than jobactive currently provides, because it would provide access to all job seekers using the system and not just those managed by an individual provider.

To encourage high quality matching of job candidates to vacancies, the online service could use artificial intelligence and machine learning. The service could harness a rich data set of job seekers’ skills, strengths and experiences, enabling a better match for employers.

Online services could also deliver up-to-date labour market information and advice to job seekers, employers and employment services consultants. This could include future growth projections for different industries and occupations, or advice about training and financial support for new employees.

Online services could also deliver up-to-date labour market information and advice to users. This could include future growth projections for different industries and occupations, or advice about training and financial support for new employees.

“We haven’t really searched for it, but even if there was a webpage that outlines all of the type of assistance you could get, that would be good.” – Employer

**Enhanced services providing personalised services**

It is proposed that a network of enhanced services providers perform a key role in delivering end-to-end recruitment services to employers, helping them find the right people for their business.

Feedback from employers is that some prefer a more personalised service, where they can call or speak face-to-face with someone about their recruitment needs. While businesses will be able to approach the service, the service will also approach them, offering a tailored service at no cost.
Enhanced services providers would advise employers on the range of services available, including pre-employment training, work-related equipment and mentoring support for new employees. It is proposed that enhanced services providers also refer screened and job-ready candidates to specific job vacancies.

Combining the online service with personal service from the enhanced service providers could yield additional benefits. For example, employers could initially identify some potential candidates from a wide selection and then work with providers to finalise the process. This delivers an element of autonomy for the employer, but also helps the employer engage the new employee.

“If you [a job seeker] could, I guess, enter your strengths. So, ‘I’m strong on phones’ or ‘I’m strong on writing’. Then you [an employer] could have criteria for the job role you’re putting out there and they could match candidates to the strengths you’re looking for vs. the strengths they think they’re good at” – Employer

Other potential benefits for business

Employers consistently raised concerns that a high volume of job applications are received from job seekers, sent merely to meet mutual obligation requirements. The flexible activation framework proposed in Chapter 7 would respond to this issue, promoting a more targeted approach to job applications.

Employers would also benefit from an overall increase in the quality of job applications brought about by the proposed online services. Job seekers in future employment services could receive recommendations for jobs based on their interests, experience and skills, as well as assistance in résumé development and job applications. This approach could better match candidates to job vacancies and generate higher quality applications.

As discussed in Chapter 9, the performance framework for enhanced services providers could include elements that incentivise providers to build strong connections with local communities and employers. This could include measures of employers’ satisfaction with an enhanced services provider, helping to drive an even higher quality of employer servicing.

Incentives for employers to hire disadvantaged job seekers

A future model could feature a suite of incentives and supports to help encourage businesses to overcome any perceived risks and hire disadvantaged job seekers. These supports may help lead to even greater sustainability in jobs.
**Wage subsidies to help cover costs**

Wage subsidies function as a financial incentive to help overcome employers’ reluctance to hire certain groups by compensating employers for real or perceived lower levels of productivity.

Over 100,000 wage subsidy job placements have occurred under jobactive, which offers employers that hire an eligible job seeker up to $10,000 over six months. Wage subsidies have experienced significant growth in uptake since changes were introduced in January 2017 to make them easier for businesses to access and manage.

Australian and overseas research illustrates that wage subsidies are more effective if they are tightly targeted to minimise deadweight costs (paying a wage subsidy for a person who would have been hired anyway). A targeted approach is proposed for the future model, with possible options including limiting eligibility to employers who hire job seekers:

- registered in enhanced services
- who have been unemployed for a certain period of time (e.g. six months or more), or
- who are in a particular pre-identified cohort (e.g. Indigenous, mature age, young people).

**Work experience is beneficial for all**

Work experience is an effective way for a business to see if a potential employee is the right fit before choosing to hire them. Work experience can give a job seeker valuable experience in a workplace and inform them about what working in an occupation or industry entails.

Where possible, work experience in the future employment services would be in a realistic, work-like situation. Placements would also offer the participant a greater prospect of securing a subsequent job.

Feedback from business is that the cost of hosting a work experience placement is one reason many are reluctant to offer such placements. A financial payment to the host business may encourage more to offer work experience and help cover the cost of supervision, training or any other associated expenses.

Host businesses could have access to an online interface enabling them to easily manage work experience placements.

To prevent exploitation of vulnerable job seekers, risk assessments, insurance and regular monitoring of placements would be implemented.
The Government’s PaTH Internship program currently provides host businesses with a $1000 upfront payment to host an eligible young person for up to 12 weeks. Similarly, the National Work Experience Programme now provides host businesses with a $300 upfront payment for hosting an eligible job seeker for up to four weeks.

**Mentoring and other support to strengthen employee retention**

Some employees require additional support to remain in a job long-term. This could include mentoring for the employee, but also training, uniforms or work equipment.

The future model could provide the employer with a central point of contact to raise any concerns. This could be an enhanced services provider consultant or an Australian Government hotline to enable employers to access advice and support, and to work through any issues.
Guiding questions for Chapter 5

5. (i). How can the Government raise awareness of employment services available to employers?

5. (ii). How can future employment services add value to an employer’s recruitment process?

5. (iii). What functionality would employers expect or desire in an online employment service?

5. (iv). How should employment services providers work with employers to meet their needs?

5. (v). What incentives (financial or otherwise) would help employers overcome any perceived risks associated with hiring disadvantaged job seekers? How should these operate?
Chapter 6: Assessing job seekers to tailor support to their needs

Accurately assessing job seekers to determine their individual needs and strengths for finding work could support the future employment services model to work efficiently and effectively. This allows for targeted and tailored services, the investment of resources in those job seekers who need it most, as well as improved matching of job seekers to employer needs.

This could be done by:

- Building a comprehensive understanding of the job seeker, including their personal circumstances, strengths, capabilities and challenges in finding a job.
- Using assessments to target enhanced services to those who need it most, while getting out of the way of those who do not need help to find work.
- Using assessments to inform the activation process, helping job seekers and their providers understand their needs and plan personalised pathways to work.

Assessment

Assessment is the process of gathering information to understand what help a person may need. This includes understanding the job seeker’s personal factors, capabilities, strengths and challenges that affect their ability to find work.

The Job Seeker Classification Instrument is the main tool to understand job seeker characteristics

The use of assessment tools to understand job seekers is common practice for public employment services around the world. In Australia, the main tool is the Job Seeker Classification Instrument (JSCI), a statistical tool that asks job seekers a range of questions to measure their capacity and needs. The tool then allocates points depending on the answers and using a regression model, determines a job seeker’s relative level of disadvantage and their likelihood of remaining unemployed.

Where the JSCI identifies that a job seeker may have multiple or complex barriers to employment, they may need to complete an Employment Services Assessment (ESAt). The ESAt further explores these barriers and is currently used to refer job seekers to jobactive Stream C or Disability Employment Services (DES).

Meet Dave

Dave wants to change his circumstances but struggles with initiative.

Meet The Shop

A regional business that is keen to find employees with the right attitude.
Dave answers a range of questions that explore his circumstances.

There is an opportunity to improve the comprehensiveness of the assessment process

While the JSCI assesses relative disadvantage in the labour market, it does not provide information on the specific assistance a job seeker might need to get a job (noting that this is not the tool’s purpose).

Currently, the JSCI and ESAIs are conducted by the Government, with further in-depth assessments of job seekers undertaken by employment services providers. There is an opportunity to adopt a more holistic approach that builds on the JSCI process and captures factors such as strengths, skills, attitudes, capabilities and resilience more consistently. Assessing job seekers’ ability to use the online services will also be important as technology becomes more significant to service delivery.

Improved engagement by understanding a job seekers strengths

Strength-based assessments include soft factors such as attitudes and behaviours as well as hard factors like technical skills and previous work experience. Job seekers are more likely to respond positively to strength-based assessments, compared with questions that focus on their barriers to employment. A key challenge is finding the appropriate tools to perform these assessments.

This information could be provided to job seekers, helping them to understand how they can use their existing attributes to make them more competitive when finding work. This process could also identify additional skills they could gain through training (for example, digital literacy training), broadening their job options.

Better understanding of individuals will enhance job matching in the online service

Another benefit of incorporating skills assessments and career aspirations into the online platform is that vacancies can be matched to job seekers. This would help job seekers identify the positions for which they are most suitable. The IT system could also push these vacancies to the job seeker to encourage them to apply for job opportunities.

Motivation is important in job search

The OECD has identified motivation as a key element for job seekers actively pursuing employment. Other international jurisdictions have incorporated behavioural questions into their assessment tools, including Germany and the Netherlands. For example:

- The German public employment service assessment process uses an in-depth interview that focuses on the strengths and potential of the individual. It takes into account qualitative and quantitative variables such as education, previous work experience, hard and soft skills, and professional capabilities.
• The Dutch WorkProfiler is a tool that indicates a job seeker’s probability of returning to work. It includes behavioural questions that provide insight into the job seeker’s obstacles, including factors like motivation.  

Job seekers could be offered counselling and other supports to assist in increasing their motivation.

**Digital literacy will be an important factor in future employment services**

Digital technology will provide better and more efficient employment services. The ability to interact with digital technology is known as ‘digital literacy’. Most job seekers are likely to require a basic level of digital literacy, measured as the ability to use technology to find information, solve problems or complete tasks.

It will be critical to assess the digital literacy of job seekers, so that no one is disadvantaged as more aspects of employment services are delivered online. As some people may require additional support or training to use online services, alternative arrangements may be necessary for job seekers who lack basic digital and other literacy to make sure their needs are properly assessed and (if necessary) they receive training. Noting this, research by Innovation and Business Skills Australia suggests that the groups most affected by low digital literacy are also those that generally face other challenges in finding work (e.g. mature age, Indigenous Australians and culturally and linguistically diverse) and are therefore likely to be eligible for additional support.

**Improved data sharing will enhance job seekers interactions with employment services**

A number of government agencies hold information that would be relevant to understanding a job seeker’s circumstances. To improve the efficiency of employment services, there is an opportunity to link administrative data across Australian Government agencies, streamlining a job seeker’s journey through employment services and minimising the need to provide the same information repeatedly.

**The value of reassessment**

Currently job seekers are assessed during their initial contact with the Department of Human Services as part of their application for income support. Job seekers can be reassessed when their circumstances change to make sure they continue to receive appropriate services. Ongoing reassessment could be used to measure progress, support engagement and determine how interventions need to change through the job seeker’s journey to work.

For example, job seeker feedback suggests that even the most highly motivated job seeker can become disheartened as their time in employment services increases. If this fall in motivation was identified, greater support could be provided.
“I’m so miserable… I don’t know how I’m going to go finding a job here. There just isn’t that much and my motivation levels are sort of have [hand gesture in a downward motion].” - job seeker

Disclosure of information is key

The JSCI (like broader assessment processes) are dependent on a person’s willingness to share information. Anecdotal evidence suggests that people are less willing to disclose personal information during the initial intake process, affecting the ability to deliver the right services.

To help minimise this, it is vital that job seekers understand the importance of being open and honest by explaining the intent of the assessment process to make sure they receive the support they need.

Data matching and reassessment will support accurate understanding of job seeker needs. Reassessment also provides the opportunity for job seekers to update their information based on their change in circumstances.

“We hadn’t had him long and he was too embarrassed to say to his EC [employment consultant], ‘I can’t read and write.’” - provider

Assessment will determine eligibility for enhanced services

A key aspect of the future model is targeting intensive assistance to the job seekers who would benefit most from this help. Information from the assessment process can help identify the most disadvantaged job seekers and the reasons why they are disadvantaged. This allows their servicing strategy to be tailored to overcome these challenges. It also minimises the risk of resources being directed to job seekers who do not need them to find work.
How should job seekers be assessed?

Option 1 - User profile assessment

All job seekers entering employment services could be required to undertake the assessment process. A JSCI-like tool could assess a job seeker’s characteristics that may indicate relative disadvantage. Leveraging the online service, assessments would be conducted online or, for those with accessibility issues, face-to-face or by phone. Based on this assessment, job seekers who are identified as potentially having barriers to employment could be evaluated for access to enhanced services by being referred to an ESAt.

Job seekers assessed as ineligible for enhanced services would be required to complete an additional assessment process that covers digital literacy, attitudes, skills and needs. This would underpin the development of the job seeker’s Job Plan and facilitate better job matching in the online service. This would enable skill gaps to be identified for the job seeker to address, broadening their opportunity for work. These tools would also be available for job seekers in enhanced services, with the provider to facilitate assessment and interpret the results.

Job seekers would be required to undergo regular reassessments (online with support from a provider for applicable job seekers), either triggered by a change in circumstance or at fixed intervals.
Option 2 - Staggered assessments, pre-screening and data matching

Job seekers undergo an initial screening process that can identify those who have recently left work and who have an established connection with the labour market. Those that meet these criteria can choose to ‘opt out’ of the full user profile assessment process. This is supported by the user-centred design research, which shows that some job seekers did not receive the support they needed to find work and that their provider relationship was transactional and compliance focused.

“\[quote\\text{"I think a lot of people have the same expectations… they were going to help me find a job, but they’re not doing that\"\] - job seeker

Those who have not recently left work would undertake the user profile assessment process that includes a JSCI-like tool, high-level work readiness questions and a digital literacy and resilience assessment. Eligibility for enhanced services would be determined on the results from this assessment process, and may require the job seeker to undertake an ESAt.

Further in-depth assessments of strengths, capabilities (including skills), aptitudes and needs would be conducted later, either by providers (for job seekers who are eligible for enhanced services), or through the online employment services (noting that enhanced services job seekers can also use the online assessment tools, avoiding duplication). This would form the basis of the job seeker’s Job Plan and be used to inform interventions, improve job matching or identify training that could cover a skill gap.

Further reassessments would be conducted online, triggered by either a change in circumstance by the job seekers after the completion of an intervention, or at fixed time intervals.
Guiding questions for Chapter 6

6. (i). Which of the proposed options to assess job seekers (user profile or staggered assessment) would be most effective in directing them to assistance that meets their needs?

6. (ii). Are there other options for accurately assessing job seekers needs that should be considered?

6. (iii). What is the best approach to assessing a job seeker’s digital literacy?

6. (iv). How can information be collected in a way that minimises burden on job seekers, providers and employers?
Chapter 7: Incentives for job seekers to find work

Activation will continue to be at the heart of the working-age income support system. The majority of job seekers want to work and the activation process should reflect this, encouraging job seeker choice and individualised services that support sustainable jobs. A key challenge for the future model will be to activate all job seekers, while targeting resources towards those who most need support or motivation.

 Activation

Well-designed activation policies can help job seekers find work

“... their expectations are really hard to meet, I can’t tell you how hard it was to do it. But at the end of the day I got a job out of it, I was pushed to get a job and I did. So the results were good.” – Job seeker

The OECD has found “effective activation policies can foster the productive potential of each country’s population in the long run, thereby contributing to economic growth and the sustainability of its social protection system”. While approaches differ, countries across the OECD have implemented successful activation regimes against a range of different social settings. International literature and Australian employment services evaluations have found that early and intensive activation is particularly important.

Flexible and individualised approaches support people into jobs that last

Tailoring activation strategies to individual circumstances and local labour market conditions can encourage a more career-oriented approach.
While jobactive providers have some freedom around how to activate job seekers, including by reducing job searches, this discretion is not always exercised. A 2016 survey of jobactive consultants observed a trend towards standardisation of services, with standard program rules and regulations influencing service decisions.  

Some specialist employment programs, such as ParentsNext and Transition to Work (TtW), have encouraged more personalised servicing through a flexible approach to activation. While ParentsNext and TtW target different job seekers and have different requirements, both services encourage job seekers and providers to work together to identify activities that best help the participant to meet their goals.

**The majority of job seekers want to work and the system should reflect this**

“… It’s just hard. Living on Centrelink, because I lived on Centrelink for a while, it was just – I wasn’t going anywhere. I was just in the same spot until I started looking for a job. When I had my first job that’s when my eyes opened that I can’t live on one payment all the time.” – Job seeker

Departmental administrative data shows the majority of job seekers want to work and only rarely fail to meet a requirement (often with a reasonable excuse). However a small group persistently fail to meet requirements and may respond better to different incentives. Building on this data, it is proposed that the new model would incorporate the Targeted Compliance Framework.

**Figure 7.1: How the Targeted Compliance Framework currently operates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Green Zone</th>
<th>Warning Zone</th>
<th>Penalty Zone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meeting Requirements</td>
<td>Not Meeting Requirements</td>
<td>Repeated Non-compliance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Job Seekers**
- Agree suitable activities in Job Plans
- Record or report attendance
- Maintain contact with Provider

**Providers**
- Initial interview with job seeker
- Job Plan negotiated and tailored to job seeker’s circumstance

**Capability Interview**
- Conducted by Providers after 3 demerits accrued within 6 months
- Checks job seeker is able to meet requirements (return to green zone if not)
- Reinforces consequences of non-compliance
- Job Plan updated as needed and explored any assistance required for the job seeker

**Capability Assessment**
- Conducted by DHS after 5 demerits accrued within 6 months
- Assessed if able to comply with their requirements (return to green zone if not)

**Preclusion periods also apply in any zone for:**
- Refusing work
- Voluntarily leaving work, or
- Dismissal due to misconduct

**Cancellation/Preclusion Period**
- After third failure without reasonable excuse must serve a four week preclusion period
- Return to green zone after 3 months without failure
- No waiver provisions apply

**Continued non-compliance**
- Forfeiting payment contingent on meeting requirements
- Each failure without reasonable excuse results in a rate reduction:
  - 50% for first failure
  - 100% for second failure
Chapter 7: Incentives for job seekers to find work

Framework announced in the 2017–18 Budget. This strengthens penalties for persistent and deliberate non-compliance while providing extra help for genuine job seekers to meet their requirements. Figure 7.1 shows how the Targeted Compliance Framework operates.

Monitor compliance online

The department is testing the practicality of delivering some employment services online. This includes how effective it is to monitor job seeker reporting online. This would be important going forward, with the OECD finding that job search monitoring and verification can have a considerable impact on re-employment rates.64

There are some fundamental requirements that should apply to all job seekers

“Because if you really want job, it wouldn’t be a problem. You should know that they are doing it for your own good so you can get a job. ... So to me, it doesn’t make anything different because they’re actually helping me.” – Job seeker

All job seekers in the new model would need to meet the basic requirements outlined in the Social Security Act 1991. This includes actively looking for work, or undertaking activities to improve employment prospects and accepting offers of suitable employment. Participants would also need to undertake job search to the extent of their capacity. The concept of mutual obligation will remain in the future employment services model. Other options for activating all job seekers, both those who participate in enhanced services and those who largely self-service, are outlined below.

Increase job seeker choice in planning an employment pathway

“They should ask ‘what do you need to get over the line?’ I might’ve said ‘study’. They never asked me the question. I didn’t know.” - Job seeker

Agreeing on a Job Plan, a road map that outlines what a job seeker will do to progress towards employment, is a core aspect of activation. All job seekers could be given more responsibility and control over their Job Plan, including the ability to add activities and a stronger focus on setting goals (separate to or as part of the Job Plan).

Apply a points-based system for activation

Job search lies at the heart of Australia’s current approach to activation, with job seekers generally required to look for 20 jobs each month.65 While literature suggests that job search requirements generally make a difference, the incentive or ‘compliance’ effects can weaken with
the duration of unemployment. Further, when applied almost universally, volume based job search requirements can be burdensome, with large numbers of untargeted approaches to businesses.\textsuperscript{66}

To promote a broader mix of activities, a points-based activation system could be introduced. Under this approach, job seekers would be required to reach a set number of points a month. Job seekers would gain points for various activities (such as job searches, attending interviews or participating in online services). A comparable example is the ‘100 point system’ used in financial services, where points are allocated to the different types of documents people can use to prove their identity.

This approach to activation would allow job seekers to choose from a range of approved activities that are relevant to their needs. To encourage accountability, there would be minimum job search requirements along with a cap on how many points job seekers can earn through certain activities.

**Apply a time-based system for activation**

As an alternative to the points-based system, another option is to retain the time-based nature of participation requirements. This could be achieved by counting the time spent on job search activities, not the number of applications. Currently, Government counts all job searches equally, even though some can take longer than others. Recognising time taken may better encourage and reward quality job search activities, while reducing low-value applications. To promote user-choice, job seekers could also be given flexibility to decide what activities will comprise their hourly requirements.

The number of hours could be based on current TtW activation settings, with job seekers required to meet up to 25 hours a week, depending on their age and capacity to work. To retain a minimum amount of job search activity, there could also be a requirement for at least five hours a week (for example) to be spent on applying for a job. This could involve preparing their résumé and applications, cold-calling employers, or attending interviews.

**Introduce a time limit on how long job seekers can largely self-service**

The online service could provide an opportunity for many job seekers to largely self-service. Job seekers who become long-term unemployed and need more support could be automatically transitioned into enhanced services after a set period. Exceptions could be introduced around job seekers in ongoing part-time work, keeping enhanced services focused on those most in need of support.
Allow additional interventions for job seekers who largely self-service online

“I think it’s a relatively fair searching for work and that sort of stuff, but if it’s not working then I think they need to look into why that is, to help the person. So you know, like say if they haven’t found work in six months then you know, maybe doing something a bit more than just sticking them in a numeracy and literacy course or something like that.” – Job seeker

While job seekers who largely self-service would have access to tailored online assistance, many would benefit from additional interventions that may not be readily available on an online service. Options include allowing these job seekers to:

• choose from a menu of short and intensive compulsory events (e.g. intensive job search training, employability skills training or job clubs)
• volunteer for lengthier activities (e.g. work experience placements, approved training and education courses and non-vocational interventions)
• engage in a limited number of provider appointments (e.g. one initial appointment to interpret assessment results and inform Job Plan/goal setting, followed by additional appointments as needed, such as to access funding for a white card or driving lessons).

As well as providing further assistance, some of these events could achieve a ‘referral effect’, where referral to a compulsory program motivates people to find employment or disclose undeclared jobs. However the triggers for these events need careful consideration to limit expenditure on employment outcomes that would happen without Government involvement.

Given the importance of targeting resources to those who would most benefit, eligibility for additional interventions may also need some restrictions. Options to manage this consideration include:

• making additional interventions available equally and to all job seekers, with interventions provided when needed (e.g. where a job seeker needs the intervention to access an employment opportunity)
• targeting access to additional interventions based on relative disadvantage (e.g. job seekers with the most barriers get the most access, while those who are more job-ready receive less)
• linking additional interventions to the goals and career options included in a Job Plan, including any allocation of funding (e.g. provide access to a white card where a job seeker’s long-term goal involves construction work)
• introducing additional interventions at different points in time (e.g. access to a flexible pool of funds from three months, choice of intensive compulsory events from between six months and 12 months).
Promote ongoing appointments and opportunities for review in the enhanced services offer

Ongoing appointments between providers and job seekers would be a key feature of activation in enhanced services, providing a mechanism to identify suitable activities, update Job Plans and discuss options for change when progression stalls. The timing and intensity of appointments would vary depending on individual job seeker needs. However there may need to be a baseline number of appointments, to make sure all job seekers receive a default level of service. To help achieve this, there could be a minimum number of six appointments over set periods (e.g. at least six appointments every six months). Under this option, providers and job seekers could maintain discretion around timing so long as they reach the minimum number of appointments (e.g. frontload or spread them out).

Introduce an intensive phase to encourage labour market engagement

After a job seeker has been in employment services for a lengthy period (e.g. 12 months), it is proposed they enter a compulsory intensive phase lasting several months. This phase would both increase the intensity of a job seeker’s activity requirements, as well as change the types of activities they are undertaking. To promote a personalised service, job seekers could work with their provider to choose activities. For example, the phase could include intensive support in social skills and work readiness combined with workplace visits that interest the job seeker.

The purpose of the intensive phase is to make sure job seekers maintain strong engagement with the labour market, while testing whether different types of activities are more effective. While providers and job seekers would be expected to try different approaches throughout their period of service, a mandatory period of change guarantees that all job seekers remain active and engaged and are given the chance to gain new skills and experience while looking for work. Introducing an intensive phase would also provide a possible referral effect, with some job seekers potentially motivated to find employment or disclose undeclared jobs rather than commence the intensive phase.

Introducing the intensive phase around 12 months after commencing in employment services gives sufficient time for providers and job seekers in enhanced services to build a trusting relationship. For job seekers who start out self-servicing and transfer to enhanced services, their total time in service could be taken into account.

Three possible options for the intensive phase include:

- A set period for all job seekers. For example, from 12 to 15 months after commencing in employment services
- A requirement that the phase commence from between 12 and 24 months after commencement, with job seekers and providers able to negotiate on the exact timing. For example, from 12 to 15 months, or 16 to 19 months after commencement
• Break up the phase into smaller blocks occurring between 12 and 24 months after commencement. For example, three six week blocks of training set three months apart.

Any of these options could utilise the points based or hours based activation approach.

Options for integrating the New Enterprise Incentive Scheme (NEIS) into the new model

The role of entrepreneurship, self-employment and the gig economy is an important consideration in the future of employment services. The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) has identified the ‘era of the entrepreneur’ as one of six megatrends that are likely to impact on the future of work, with the reduction of barriers to market entry – and decreasing costs from experimenting with new business models – favouring entrepreneurial attitudes and skillsets.

Recognising the importance of entrepreneurship, NEIS could be continued with both self-servicing and enhanced services participants being eligible. It is also proposed that the online platform be used to promote and increase visibility of federal and state government programs and initiatives that support self-employment and entrepreneurship, including NEIS. To avoid untargeted applications and oversubscription, this promotion would be targeted using job seeker qualifications, skills and interests.
7. (i). Which of the activation options (points-based or time-based) would best support job seekers who largely self-service?

7. (ii). Which of the activation options (points-based or time-based) would best support enhanced services participants?

7. (iii). In addition to compliance actions for job seekers who do not meet requirements, could the activation framework also recognise job seekers who regularly exceed requirements? If so, how could this operate in practice?

7. (iv). What appropriate additional initiatives might be useful to support job seekers participating in social enterprises and other non-traditional forms of work?

Guiding questions for Chapter 7
Chapter 8: Targeted regional and local approaches

Australia is comprised of many labour markets across metropolitan and country regions. Labour market conditions vary from region to region. Some regions perform strongly, while others present unique challenges, including a lack of available job opportunities. In these cases, place-based and regional approaches can be used to implement locally designed solutions that help job seekers prepare for and find work.

The Regional Employment Trials program will test some of these approaches through a place-based solution. It will bring together local community stakeholders and employment services providers to develop solutions that suit their needs and tackle local employment challenges.

Labour market differences across regions

Economic and labour market conditions vary significantly across Australia. While some locations are performing well, others continue to experience disadvantage. A region’s economic and labour market conditions can be a result of a number of factors, including:

- a region’s industry base
- its population’s access to and participation in higher education
- transport networks and infrastructure
- its degree of natural amenity
- population size and growth
- accessibility to broader dynamic labour markets
- the skill level of its labour force.

Place-based solutions – local solutions to local problems

Developing tailored solutions can help local people address barriers specific to their community. The Productivity Commission’s Transitioning Regional Economies report supports adapting policies to local conditions. It highlights that contemporary regional policies favour place-based approaches.

Place-based approaches can help deliver localised solutions to address problems specific to a region. They are designed and delivered to
target specific geographical locations and particular population groups in response to complex social problems. Individual place-based approaches can be highly effective and support for these has been growing.

While communities are considered best placed to drive the employment priorities of their region, they may not always have the funding or resources to do so. This requires collaboration between employment services providers, local governments, employers and other social and community services.

How place-based approaches work

Place-based approaches recognise the value of local knowledge and connections. Through these, communities can develop ways to address issues in their region. These need to be underpinned by governance arrangements that support local decision-making, allowing communities to drive initiatives that best meet their needs.

To develop placed-based solutions, intermediaries or brokers can be used to:

- build relationships with the local communities and businesses
- raise funds and program awareness
- drive effective program implementation
- discuss how resources can be allocated
- support the harmonisation of local services
- communicate information between all parties.

Place-based approaches for structural adjustment

The department manages a number of employment facilitators who undertake place-based, brokering roles. Some examples of the successes achieved by these facilitators include:

- linking retrenched workers to 200 new entry-level food manufacturing positions in the Gippsland region
- sourcing 20 students for a Certificate III in non-emergency patient transport via the Royal Flying Doctors Service of Australia, with a guaranteed job upon completion.

Through its employment facilitators, the department also runs a series of place-based events such as jobs fairs and career information sessions. These events connect job seekers and employers in the local community, building awareness of job opportunities, future projects needing workers or chances to up-skill.

Regional approaches

A future employment service could incorporate a strategic regional approach that helps job seekers in locations where job opportunities are limited. OECD analysis highlights the importance of strong connections between regional stakeholders to enable communities to prepare for change and take advantage of local opportunities. There is also international support for governments to deliver programs at the local
level, using regional and local stakeholders in driving effective workforce planning.

Devolving decision making to a local level and facilitating this with local governance structures

A future model could establish local governance structures (e.g. boards or committees) in selected disadvantaged regions to facilitate better linkages between regional stakeholders, encouraging them to work together to identify solutions for local employment issues. This could be supported through a pool of funds for local community projects.

Regional Employment Trials program

The Regional Employment Trials program will commence on 1 October 2018 to test some of these concepts. The program aligns with the Government’s priority to secure jobs and promote growth by helping communities respond to employment challenges faced by job seekers in their locations. In selected regions, employment facilitators will work with Regional Development Australia committees to develop local employment projects. A grant program will provide $1 million to each of the ten regions to develop local employment projects. For eligible job seekers, the trial will also examine how earlier access to relocation assistance to take up a job can assist with securing employment.

Provider funding could reflect regional differences

In recognition of the challenges experienced by different regions, a future funding model could consider how to incentivise continued, strong performance. This could include:

- grouping locations by disadvantage using labour market data and providing additional funds in these locations
- incorporating education or social outcome fees for regions with limited jobs
- payments that acknowledge short-term work placements, or bonus payments for providers that place a certain number of job seekers into pre-identified industries.

These options could incentivise providers to work in regional locations.

Promoting labour market mobility

Labour mobility (the ability of workers to move from region to region) is an important element of effective labour markets. Encouraging labour mobility means workers could travel outside their local community to find and engage in work. For some job seekers, this may mean a permanent move to a region with greater job prospects. A future model could consider how labour market mobility is best supported, allowing job seekers to find work that suits their needs and circumstances (e.g. moving with family members).
Incentives for seasonal employment

Particular industries, such as agriculture and tourism, often have difficulty filling seasonal employment opportunities.

There are a number of ways to encourage job seekers to take up positions in industries with high demand for workers. These include financial incentives for job seekers, promoting areas where opportunities exist and encouraging employers to oversee the wellbeing of job seekers. The department is testing incentives to take up seasonal horticulture work through the Seasonal Worker Incentives Trial, which commenced on 1 July 2017 and will end on 30 June 2019.72
Chapter 8: Targeted regional and local approaches

8. (i). What strategies would help job seekers adapt to regional economic and labour market variations?

8. (ii). How could local stakeholders be encouraged to identify priorities, engage with providers and implement local employment solutions?

8. (iii). What strategies would improve labour market mobility from regions that have poor employment prospects?

Guiding questions for Chapter 8

The Shop developed a strong relationship with the local provider and continued to participate in local skills matching to fill its vacancies.

Brenda continued to work with her provider to understand her options and find a path into employment.

71 See jobs.gov.au/regional-employment-trials-program
72 See jobs.gov.au/seasonal-work-incentives-trial
Chapter 9: A service culture built on competition and quality

To make sure enhanced services meet job seekers’ needs and are delivered efficiently, the Government may engage a diverse network of expert providers across Australia. A greater degree of competition could also be encouraged to drive the best possible services for job seekers. It may be desirable to reduce barriers to entering the employment services market. This could involve transitioning to a licensing-based procurement model. The performance management system and the payment structure can incentivise the delivery of quality services and help job seekers find and stay in work. Options to achieve these goals include transitioning to a benchmarking framework that could be linked to the payments providers receive.

Competition in context

As outlined in chapter 3, the proposed enhanced services would be vital for highly disadvantaged job seekers who may struggle to find employment without intensive support. This chapter focuses on options for procuring and improving the quality of those services. Since the 1990s the Australian Government has selected employment services providers through periodic open tender rounds. These arrangements have performed well, and are considered by the OECD to be best practice. However there may be scope for reforms to further improve the diversity and quality of services.
Leveraging competition in the market for employment services

Australian and international evidence shows that competitive arrangements for engaging employment and other human services providers can deliver higher quality services at a lower cost than direct provision.\(^74\) Competition can encourage a diversity of approaches, and provide service providers with a strong incentive to achieve outcomes in an efficient way.\(^75\) As the Australian Government’s Competition Policy Review notes, governments should take on a stewardship role when commissioning services.\(^76\) That means governments make certain citizens have access to high quality assistance.\(^77\)

The transition to a future employment services model provides an opportunity to consider options to further improve the structure of the market to maximise job seekers’ outcomes and value for money. A number of issues will influence the dynamics of the proposed market for enhanced services. These include:

- the extent of contestability across the market and within employment regions
- how services are purchased
- how provider performance is monitored and incentivised.

Balancing contestability with quality control

Contestability is a key feature of markets for commissioned social services, and complements the role of user-choice in driving competition and outcomes. The Productivity Commission has defined contestable markets as “those where there are no substantial barriers preventing a provider that is not currently supplying services to users from doing so now or in the future”.\(^78\) The Competition Policy Review recommendations include “that commissioned services are contestable and service providers face credible threats of replacement for poor performance”.\(^79\)

While it is generally desirable to foster contestability when commissioning services, governments are responsible for monitoring the level of contestability that is in the interest of service users. There is a risk that excessive contestability in the market for enhanced services (for instance, if too many providers were active in an employment region) could lead to a high turnover of providers. High turnover could disrupt the services disadvantaged job
seekers receive and discourage employers and other stakeholders from engaging with the system.

**The level of contestability can shape the marketplace**

Potential options for the enhanced services provider market include:

- A moderately flexible market that would include continuing to cap the number of providers in each employment region (with the cap set at a level that encourages competition, varying between employment regions based on local labour market conditions). The department could intervene in the market, when doing so is in the interests of job seekers.

- A highly flexible market that would include removing all limits on the number of providers in each employment region and reducing the department’s interventions in the market, noting a strong performance framework would continue to be in place.

- A collaboration-focused market in which there would be a single provider in each employment region (with the number of employment regions being increased). Providers would be encouraged to collaborate across regions. This would also provide employers with a single point of contact in each region.

**Purchasing arrangements for enhanced services**

Revising the way employment services are purchased could improve competition and lead to better outcomes for job seekers and employers. This may include reducing entry barriers to the market and more strongly encouraging different types of organisations to deliver employment services. The Productivity Commission’s Independent Review of Job Network recommended that competitive tendering for employment services be replaced by a licensing system, through which the department would grant a licence to applicants to enter the market at any time if they meet a common set of criteria. A simpler process would provide more certainty for organisations considering applying to join the market. The Commission argued that licensing “would be less costly [to providers and Government] than the current tender process, need not compromise service quality or geographic coverage and could, if necessary, be phased in”. More recently, the Competition Policy Review endorsed both licensing and tender-based mechanisms for procuring human services.

Options for purchasing enhanced services in the new employment services model include:

- Transitioning to a licensing model. Organisations could at any time apply for a licence to deliver services (at the employment region level), and immediately enter the market provided they meet set criteria and any cap on the number of licences has not been reached. This reform would reduce barriers to market entry, with providers being regularly audited to make sure they continue to meet the entry criteria.

- A revised tendering model. Barriers to entry could be reduced by simplifying the tender process and allowing new providers to periodically enter the market after it commences. This could be achieved by establishing a ‘panel’ of enhanced services providers comprising organisations that demonstrate they meet a set of relevant minimum criteria. Panel participants could apply to enter the market at the start of the future employment services model and if opportunities arise during subsequent business allocation periods (e.g. if another provider leaves the market).

To further encourage competition, it is proposed that enhanced services providers would not be allocated a predetermined market share. Instead, providers would compete to attract and retain job seekers. Such an approach could strengthen the role of user-choice in future services.
Other options to expand the diversity and quality of providers include:

- Permitting enhanced services providers to specialise in particular cohorts of job seekers (e.g., Indigenous Australians or young people). Such providers would be required to service all job seekers from their specialist cohort who select them, but might not be required to service other job seekers.

- More strongly encouraging tenders or licence applications from providers who wish to specialise inside a specific geographic area within an employment region (e.g., a town).

Any caps on the number of providers in each employment region would take into account the role and number of specialist providers in that area.

**Performance monitoring**

Monitoring service quality is a key responsibility for Government, as steward of the system. Stewardship, as defined by the Productivity Commission, “includes developing regulatory and institutional arrangements to underpin service provision that is responsive to users, accountable to those who fund the services, equitable, efficient and high quality.” These responsibilities are important in regard to employment services, given many job seekers are vulnerable people.

A performance framework should balance the benefits of flexible service provision with the need to make sure job seekers receive quality services. Therefore, it needs to include:

- core quality standards and service guarantees that must be met
- incentives to encourage further high performance.

The performance framework could be designed to complement market entry processes. If market entry involves significant scrutiny, then monitoring may need to be less intensive; if thresholds for market entry are lower, more intensive monitoring may be necessary.

It is important that employment services are responsive to cultural and historic factors affecting Indigenous job seekers. Quality standards would include a requirement that services are culturally appropriate and culturally competent. It is also proposed that enhanced services providers continue to have specific targets for Indigenous employment outcomes, in line with the Government’s commitment to closing the gap in employment outcomes.

**Evaluating performance**

Performance frameworks can take either a relative or a benchmarked approach.

- Under a relative approach, such as the current Star Rating methodology, the evaluation compares providers’ performance. Relative measures of performance can increase competitive drive.

- Under a benchmark framework, providers would be required to meet or exceed set criteria. Absolute performance evaluations may give providers greater clarity about what they are expected to achieve than relative measures of performance.

Either performance framework could produce a single composite ‘score’ (combining multiple weighted measures) or a ‘report card’ with grades for specific domains or requirements.

Future performance frameworks would continue to take into account local labour market conditions and providers’ caseload characteristics. Performance targets could be adjusted over time. For instance, adjustments could be made in response to changing labour market conditions or to encourage further improvements in performance (including for specific groups of job seekers). As discussed in Chapter 8, the performance frameworks for
enhanced services providers could also include elements that incentivise providers to build strong connections with local communities and employers.

Information on enhanced services provider performance is also useful for job seekers when choosing or considering changing a provider. Where information on the type and quality of services is readily accessible to future users, competitive forces can help drive improvements in service quality. The proposed online services would offer ways to publicise provider performance ratings, and could be used to collect and publish user evaluations.

**How the benchmarking option could operate for a provider**

A performance framework for enhanced services providers could include the following criteria:

- Measures of the provider’s success in achieving outcomes for job seekers, with a focus on comparing providers’ performance to the outcomes that would otherwise be expected, given local labour market conditions, for the job seekers they are supporting.

- A measure of the degree of improvement in work readiness for all job seekers being serviced by the provider. Recognising that the most disadvantaged job seekers may require support over an extended period, such a measure would reward providers that make sure all job seekers receive appropriate support.

- Performance in achieving outcomes and improving work readiness for priority demographic groups of job seekers, including Indigenous Australians.

- Measures of job seekers’ satisfaction with the provider, and possibly the satisfaction of local employers and other community stakeholders (subject to reliable and meaningful measures being developed). This could include feedback from Indigenous communities.
Managing and rewarding performance

Data produced through performance monitoring can be used to determine provider payments and inform future procurement decisions, incentivising and rewarding good performance.

Data monitoring can also be used to review poorer performance and encourage providers to improve practice. If poor performers are unable to meet the necessary service standards, they may be exited from the market. The performance monitoring framework could include measures to make sure that providers can realistically achieve their goals and that the level of provider turnover is not excessive.

Payments to providers could be linked to meeting benchmarks or exceeding performance targets. This would be similar to the approach used under Transition to Work, where providers are required to meet targets and are granted bonus payments where they are exceeded.

Providers that fail to meet either minimum service standards or performance targets could also face sanctions, including having their licence or contract cancelled. To give providers a stronger incentive to achieve outcomes, Government could shorten the period before performance evaluations commence. If, after a set period following an unsatisfactory assessment, performance does not meet the required standards, sanctions could automatically apply.
9. (i). What level of contestability, competition and Government intervention in the market is desirable?

9. (ii). Should provider performance be evaluated against set benchmarks, or compared with that of other providers? What factors should inform performance evaluation?

9. (iii). Should the Government allocate market share among enhanced service providers? If so, how?

9. (iv). Should the Government transition to commissioning enhanced services providers through a licensing arrangement? If so, how?
Chapter 10: Transitioning to a future employment services model

Transformational change to employment services would affect job seekers, employers, employment services providers, complementary service providers and the income support sector. To allow for a smooth transition to this large-scale reform, the Government is proposing an ongoing process of consultation, a trial of new arrangements and an iterative roll out of some services.

The role of system users in the transition process

Under a fundamentally new service, system users would need to adapt to new roles. For job seekers, employers and employment services providers, this could mean interacting with new incentives, accessing new support services, working under new market design arrangements and meeting a new set of responsibilities. It will be important that all employment services users play their part in the implementation and have appropriate time to adjust. To encourage this, the design process would involve ongoing consultations, continued user-centred design and open communication around timeframes and expectations.

Trialling new services before rolling them out nationally

Changes to business processes, particularly those that are heavily reliant on digital technology, can involve high up-front risks and cost pressures. Testing new approaches with users before expanding nationally is a proven way to reduce risk, support transition and more closely align with user needs.

Online Employment Service Trial

The department is testing delivery of some employment services online and whether job seekers can find work using digital-based support. The trial will start in July this year and will involve 5000 job-ready people per year for two years. This will assess how job seekers interact with online services, determine if solutions work seamlessly for users, inform
implementation and mitigate risks to service levels. Early results from the trial will inform the development of future employment services. For further information visit jobs.gov.au/future-employment-services.

Regional Employment Trials Program

As detailed in Chapter 8, the department will also trial initiatives to help people in disadvantaged regions participate in the labour market. For further information, visit jobs.gov.au/regional-employment-trials-program.

Options for iterative implementation

There is potential to implement some arrangements iteratively, prototyping and building on them over time. The online platform can be expanded, including through user-centred design. Core arrangements should be in place for the commencement of the future model, but continuous improvement could play a critical role in evaluating and improving services. Some elements could be tested and updated in short periods but other elements would rely on longer tests to evaluate effectiveness.

Guiding questions for Chapter 10

10. (i). How would an iterative approach to implementation help transition to a future employment services model?
10. (ii). If we undertake an iterative approach, which aspects should be prioritised and sequenced first?
Next steps

Interested parties are invited to respond to this paper on a future employment services model. Electronic lodgement of submissions to the Consultation Hub is preferred and can be accessed via the Department of Jobs and Small Business Future of Employment Service website at jobs.gov.au/future-employment-services

If you cannot submit your response online, send a written submission to:

Future Employment Services Consultation
Active Labour Market Assistance Branch
C10MT4
Department of Jobs and Small Business
GPO Box 9880
CANBERRA ACT 2601

We value diverse perspectives on how to best shape the future employment services model. All views and comments are welcome. While your submission does not need to respond to the questions raised in this paper, these are designed to cover key aspects of the future model.

The closing date for submissions is 5:00pm EST on Friday 3 August 2018.

All submissions will be published on the Department of Jobs and Small Business and the Department of Industry, Innovation and Science’s websites. Please indicate when lodging your submission if you do not agree to its publication. If lodging your submission by post, please advise in the covering letter.

We value your privacy. If you do not want your personal details to be published, please include these in your covering letter only, not in your submission, and clearly advise that you do not want these details published.

If you have questions about how to complete a submission, please email Future-Employment-Services@jobs.gov.au or phone 1800 805 260. Please note, submissions will not be accepted via email. They must be submitted either online through the Consultation Hub or by post.

If you currently use jobactive, your response will not affect the service you receive.

The department will continue to engage stakeholders with an interest in employment services. We will hold forums in capital cities and in selected regional areas to discuss how the future model can better help job seekers into work.

While it may not be possible for everyone with an interest to attend these sessions, your views are important. Your response to this paper, along with those of others, will help to inform the panel's report to Government in October 2018 outlining a proposal for reform.
Summary of Questions

Guiding questions for Chapter 2

2. (i). What other economic, social or labour market trends are likely to affect employment services in the future?
2. (ii). Are there other goals that should be included?

Guiding questions for Chapter 3

3. (i). What services should be available to job seekers who are disadvantaged in the labour market and how can they be delivered in a culturally competent way?
3. (ii). What incentives might be useful to assist job seekers who are disadvantaged in the labour market to find work?
3. (iii). Are enhanced services best delivered through a single unified service, or a model that includes specialist service provision directed at particular cohorts of job seekers, as well as a core service?
3. (iv). How could the quality of services job seekers receive from their employment services consultant be improved?

Guiding questions for Chapter 4

4. (i). What online tools and assistance should be included to better meet the needs of particular user groups, including job seekers and potential employers? Which are the most important features that are required?
4. (ii). Is there a group of users that the online service should target?
4. (iii). How can data be used to provide more personalised, effective services?
4. (iv). How should the online service interact with existing online job aggregators and recruitment firms?
Guiding questions for Chapter 5

5. (i). How can the Government raise awareness of employment services available to employers?
5. (ii). How can future employment services add value to an employer’s recruitment process?
5. (iii). What functionality would employers expect or desire in an online employment service?
5. (iv). How should employment services providers work with employers to meet their needs?
5. (v). What incentives (financial or otherwise) would help employers overcome any perceived risks associated with hiring disadvantaged job seekers? How should these operate?

Guiding questions for Chapter 6

6. (i). Which of the proposed options to assess job seekers (user profile or staggered assessment) would be most effective in directing them to assistance that meets their needs?
6. (ii). Are there other options for accurately assessing job seekers needs that should be considered?
6. (iii). What is the best approach to assessing a job seeker’s digital literacy?
6. (iv). How can information be collected in a way that minimises burden on job seekers, providers and employers?

Guiding questions for Chapter 7

7. (i). Which of the activation options (points-based or time-based) would best support job seekers who largely self-service?
7. (ii). Which of the activation options (points-based or time-based) would best support enhanced services participants?
7. (iii). In addition to compliance actions for job seekers who do not meet requirements, could the activation framework also recognise job seekers who regularly exceed requirements? If so, how could this operate in practice?
7. (iv). What appropriate additional initiatives might be useful to support job seekers participating in social enterprises and other non-traditional forms of work?
Guiding questions for Chapter 8

8. (i). What strategies would help job seekers adapt to regional economic and labour market variations?
8. (ii). How could local stakeholders be encouraged to identify priorities, engage with providers and implement local employment solutions?
8. (iii). What strategies would improve labour market mobility from regions that have poor employment prospects?

Guiding questions for Chapter 9

9. (i). What level of contestability, competition and Government intervention in the market is desirable?
9. (ii). Should provider performance be evaluated against set benchmarks, or compared with that of other providers? What factors should inform performance evaluation?
9. (iii). Should the Government allocate market share among enhanced service providers? If so, how?
9. (iv). Should the Government transition to commissioning enhanced services providers through a licensing arrangement? If so, how?

Guiding questions for Chapter 10

10. (i). How would an iterative approach to implementation help transition to a future employment services model?
10. (ii). If we undertake an iterative approach, which aspects should be prioritised and sequenced first?
## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition in the Employment Services Context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activation</td>
<td>The requirement of job seekers who receive income support payments to look for work or undertake activities that prepare them for work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial intelligence</td>
<td>A computer system with the ability to perform tasks normally requiring human interaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>The process of determining a job seeker’s required level of support to find and maintain work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case manager</td>
<td>A service provider consultant who assists job seekers to strengthen their employability, meet mutual obligations and enter employment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caseload</td>
<td>Job seekers who are being assisted through employment services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data analytics</td>
<td>Using facts, figures and information to support decision-making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disadvantaged job seeker</td>
<td>A person who may require additional assistance to find and maintain employment. This can include overcoming barriers or increasing motivation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment Facilitators</td>
<td>Employment Facilitators work in specific regions to support local stakeholders and help connect people in the community with training and job opportunities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment Fund</td>
<td>Funding available to jobactive providers to assist job seekers to find and keep a job.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment initiatives</td>
<td>Government programs that help job seekers find and keep work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment Region</td>
<td>There are 51 different Employment Regions in Australian where jobactive and other mainstream employment services operate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment Services Assessment (ESA)</td>
<td>A tool used to assess the most appropriate assistance to help job seekers find and keep work, taking into account barriers and work capacity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment services platform</td>
<td>A digital system that provides information and employment services to job seekers. It also supports service providers, employers and mutual obligation performance and monitoring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Glossary</strong></td>
<td><strong>Description</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employment services system</strong></td>
<td>The government system that supports people to move from welfare into work. This can include removing barriers to finding and maintaining employment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enhanced services</strong></td>
<td>Employment services that provide additional assistance to get job seekers ready for work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extremely Long Term Unemployed (ELTU)</strong></td>
<td>A job seeker who has been unemployed for more than five years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Job placement</strong></td>
<td>Occurs when a job seeker finds a job, either on their own or with assistance from their provider. This job is referred to as a ‘job placement’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Job Plan</strong></td>
<td>The contract between a job seeker and service provider that sets out the minimum requirements and activities for a job seeker. It ensures the job seeker is making the best efforts to gain employment and increases the likelihood of them finding and keeping work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Job seeker</strong></td>
<td>A participant in the employment services system looking for employment or looking to increase their employability. A job seeker is not always unemployed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Job Seeker Classification Instrument (JSCI)</strong></td>
<td>The tool used by Department of Human Services to measure a job seeker’s likelihood of finding and keeping work, based on personal circumstances and labour market skills. This assists to stream job seekers and provide appropriate support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>jobactive</strong></td>
<td>The Government’s generalist employment services, which has been in place since July 2015.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Job-ready</strong></td>
<td>A job seeker is considered job-ready if they have a range of personal attributes that make them attractive to potential employers like work-experience, qualifications and experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Licensing-based procurement model</strong></td>
<td>A method of purchasing services where organisations are issued with a license to deliver services if they meet specified entry criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Long Term Unemployed (LTU)</strong></td>
<td>A job seeker who has been unemployed for more than one year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Machine learning</strong></td>
<td>A subset of artificial intelligence that gives a computer the ability to improve its own performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mutual obligation</strong></td>
<td>The participation requirements that a job seeker must meet to receive an income support payment. These are agreed in a job plan and increase a job seeker’s employability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Online services</strong></td>
<td>A digital system that provides information and employment services to job seekers and contracted service providers and employers. It also enables mutual obligation performance and monitoring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employment outcome</strong></td>
<td>When a job seeker is successfully placed in employment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paid outcome</strong></td>
<td>When a provider receives a payment from the Department of Jobs and Small Business for helping a job seeker find a job, where the job seeker stays in the job for a set period of time and reduces their reliance on income support payments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place-based approaches</strong></td>
<td>Local solutions to issues in a specific location or region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Post placement support</strong></td>
<td>Assistance provided to job seekers to ensure they are able to maintain employment and meet their Employer’s needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Regional Employment Trials Program</strong></td>
<td>A trial program running from 1 October 2018 to 30 June 2020. The trial will support local stakeholders in selected disadvantaged regions to develop and implement tailored projects that address local employment issues and gaps, working in partnership with existing employment services providers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Seasonal employment</strong></td>
<td>Work that does not continue year-round, but usually repeats.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service provider</strong></td>
<td>An organisation contracted through the Department of Jobs and Small Business to provide employment services to employers and job seekers, including helping job seekers to find and keep a job and employers to meet their recruitment needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Star Ratings</strong></td>
<td>The system used to assess the relative performance of jobactive providers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stream</strong></td>
<td>The classification of job seekers to determine the level of support and assistance they require. This includes three Streams ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structural adjustment</strong></td>
<td>Economic transition that may have significant impacts on some workers and their families, industries, firms and regions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>User-centred design (UCD)</strong></td>
<td>An approach where the end-user’s needs, wants and limitations are a core consideration throughout all stages of the design and development process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Very Long Term Unemployed (VLTU)</strong></td>
<td>A job seeker who has been unemployed for more than two years.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>